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Introduction
Addressing any subject appropriately requires a full account of its formative, contributing
factors, and the cognitive, social proceedings enabling dissent encourage a fundamental failing in the
assignment of components necessary to accomplish the complete view. It is demonstrated in the
preface and seen with little mind put to the prospect:
The regulated -by academia and world consensus- ground available for thought has been
cordoned off, condemned, and abandoned.
Left as ruins hosting a façade appearing comprehensive in its detail and measure, it amounts to
no more than the memorization and regurgitation of facts and their content, deemed appropriately
related to one another solely in their evaluations as necessary fixtures in its crumbling institution. If
confronted it is meekly offered, the modes of the times, with an increasingly harried pace and emphasis
on monetary value is just cause, while never admitting -much less coming to know- the toll, levelled at
some indistinct constellation of our past, and perpetuated with venerated inheritance: a collectively lost
faculty to engage sovereign ideas.
This work first makes appraisal of global problems without deviation, as it is prescribed above,
and where an internal, difficult to place sensibility comes to dissuade its reader, ground the willingness
to further engage the content to our mutual responsibility. No matter the amount or inaccessibility of
preceding events, the assault occurred under our watch.
Format of the content and what is included to define each heading is arranged to unite
seemingly disparate concepts and ideologies for the purpose of best identifying our enemy.

CANDOR IN THE AMERICAS
In the 2-3 hours the average American gets (4-7 on weekends) to see media coverage of both
campaigns during election season, when BOTH parties, with contributions of BOTH candidates, pay the
audience to attend campaign stumps, town-halls, and rallies up to $1500 a head.
With reiterated and reordered versions of monotonous commentary appropriated to each of
your only two choices playing while you see all presidential hopefuls arrive to chants and cheers, and
while jobs steadily pay you less and the money buys you less continually, dwindling the time you can
spend evaluating the people running long enough to hope to know their character.
-Who here KNEW Donald Trump?
-Who here KNOWS Joe Biden?
Who, with honest, full valued consideration calls this an informed citizenry, responsibly
prepared to appraise the truth of its leadership?
“THE BEST IN THE WORLD AND THE BEST IT CAN BE.”
-The false equivalence of a defeated people who, -reductio ad absurdum-, believed every four
years of the last generation:
‘Papa Red is scary, -Hope Papa Blue fixes it’,
‘Papa Red is mean, -Hope Mama Blue stops it’, and then repeated:
‘Looks like Papa Red again, -Oh thank GOD Papa Blue got inaugurated’.

A SEASON SHARED, PUT TO USE IN WAR
Incorruptible shine hidden inside shadows they cast. Running strained, happy lungs, throats dry,
time for supper, but still lingering at the swing-set. Those two from opposite sides of the tracks fell away
from family ideals, fell into each other, under stars, same old story with indifference on the air. They
mean family barbecue in the common area. She’ll speak for him, he’ll practice distraught, and she’ll pout
in the mirror until you listen. Something called us into service, no one gave us orders. Those two, from
inside themselves and apart from their homes or any idea of where to belong, told,
“They all have it in for you.”
In a dark wood shrouded by deepening shadow, cowering near the fire, motions haunt…
A sort of collapse occurred from outside and inside simultaneously. No one’s this strong he
cried, no one’s this patient she whimpered. Truth is we’re not long for this world. Not long by spans of
time measured by the machine that started this, gave the orders. -But when can we be together? It’s not
important in the long run, -let’s not let them in on this- it wouldn’t be fair. With everything said, -their
case plead, they silently exchanged their meanings without eye contact having never lied down their
arms, and they no longer cared what you heard.
“We’re not in this to save you. We’re not in this for ourselves.”
…inside the dancing flames, -smoke drifting into darkness- your eyes track…
So long dream of a counterpart, an equal or sidestepped revelation. Lists of demands went
unmet because no one understood the mental strain and emotional inequity. It was funny for a time and
left me alone to ponder a way out. No claimed participants would bear the same weight or
circumstance. Dreamed, sweated, collapsed, crushed into pieces scattered among pebbles and animal
tracks they swore were my footprints, -method of travel still unknown- a distance walked with
phantoms claiming an ability to substantiate until they were lost to solitude.
…forms set apart by their movement, shifting their wings, and you fear their flight.
Drunken, battered, unable to see straight, sixteen years undermined by the protocols of a hazy
dance through life, convinced you’re-in-control routine and no one looks out for another, or plans
revolution, without traversing potential responses in the psyches of those under tyrannical rule. It’s all in
a delicate balance and falling apart with dumbfounded silence taken to be revelry. Perhaps time allotted
to make a choice elapsed while air went stagnant, applications undid themselves as they were being
processed, and we’re better off alone.
“Goodbye stranger that felt like you lived in my skin for a while.”

CANDOR IN THE PROCEEDINGS
Reserve pride and focus your acumen for collating detail over the body of the work, nothing
necessary to the complete view has been withheld, and supplemental indictments preceding these
counts have been filed for centuries with never so comprehensive a paradigm offered.
Details of actions, directives, inflamed sensibilities, duties, and fighting over who can give the
factual content the most import, speak best to its purported impending charges, or address solutions, is
too easily offered, and too commonly builds to tempestuous exchanges, which destabilizing the positon
required for direct account.
A matter less of state than of heart, the gravity implied is a massive weight to bare, a new world
will never be of their order, our union will never be in their name, and those pressing for answer
(wondering if they are offended) have not given the contents above and below their due consideration.
Who is the “enlightened” compassionate view meant for, if not the suffering and victimized?

COUNT 1. The New World Order
Dealing with physics, not “a people” or “a place”, and addressing constructs determining -in parttheir general demeanor. Skin color is biology, the only power -the only edge- is always the science. It is
now known, “Nazi Science” was their directed application of the physics of the unified field, making
clear the paradigm:
1. World Aristocracy secrets its position and advances its agenda using the physics.
2. Corporate Feudalism (market-share defines feudal kingdoms), applied through Communist
states and Representative Republics (including the sliding scale of selectively realized Fascist
systems of rule), keeps the lower higher-ups occupied.
3. Nazism is the covert strong-arm, delivering results over protracted periods of time, the
justification for required scales of time always packaged according to level of involvement and
only seen for its actual reasons at the top.
4. Without the stratified, literally, “allowed”, hierarchy of conceptualizations they have nothing.
*Key to understanding is in the physics.
-WW3 started as WW2 ended, positioned through Project Paperclip to foment and direct the cold
war from both sides, accomplished with the same program under a different name in the Soviet Union.
Militaries of the world saw this as an act of war, and during the cold war both sides funded operations in
the Middle East.
PRECEDING REPORT:
The later developed WW2 Middle Eastern presence established by the Nazis, contemporaneous to
the Persian King changing the country’s name to Iran in admiration of the Nazi Aryan ideal, taken with
following discoveries, provides detailed context for an “Islamic” movement known to associate the
name of a faith to its “Nation”, -militarizing belief.
Addressing enemy agents no matter the degree of removal from your formal, actual cohering factor:
We are better informed than you, better positioned, and the war is more real to your opposition
than your culturally diminutive ideologies and people ever were and ever will be. Read the truth of the
unified field and accept your defeat.
-It is no longer acceptable to be purposefully elusive or unclear, covering the intractable entwined
interests of the Vatican and Nazism, the utmost secret meaning of the Swastika:
It is an electromagnetic force diagram, and the amorphous known and purposefully unclear sets of
Nazi beliefs -common to its ruling parties-, accompanied with technologies capitalizing on the physics,
uses the symbol for “Whisking Souls from Heaven”, the ubiquitous display of the symbol is intrinsic to its
meaning.
-Physics of the unified field accounts for sentience and sufficient numbers of consciously aware
sentient beings have to (had to) have it imbedded in their unconscious; subconscious; and conscious
awareness for their “Religious Rites” to work, in truth enabled by the secretly obtained and applied
aggregated intent of the total population. The keys under the Papal Seal:

(Seal is a picture of a metal-looking, if done in graphite, “triple crown” Pope Hat.) Catholics
recognize the headdress denotes the appointed earthly equivalent of rule over heaven, earth and hell,
this generally appraised definition cannot be discarded because it constitutes a constructed “to be
unified” understanding available to conscious awareness, with the broadest base either unaware of the
meaning of the headdress, or having never seen it. Establishing an orchestrated through secreted means
imprinting of a symbol and the conceptualization behind its meaning, tiered across total numbers,
where an assembled “collective unconscious” has no idea of its definition and purpose, an assembled
“collective subconscious” has at least a general view of its definition and purpose, providing a
disembodied, individuated table of conceptualizations, its “conscious awareness:”
The two crossed keys the headdress is pictured over symbolize “Life” and “Death,” signifying
ownership of a mechanical manipulation of the field concentrating consciousness into sentience,
allotting it to matter, pushing and pulling “their creation” into and through life, until death.
-No one is asked to take this at its first consideration, in no way does it ameliorate the devotion
known to the valued faithful among any Christian denomination, and here the problem is crystallized:
Tell one hundred people we are at war against an enemy who not only knows the physics of the
Unified field, but has had it at their disposal for an unaccountable amount of time, and possibly a single
individual will allow the information to resonate long enough to discover factual implications.
NOTICE:
The gnostic contribution associated to Islam expressed in the custom of Muslim women being fully
covered in public and private, placed in the context of our war:
Without expressed approval or dismissal of its “validity”, just over half the world’s population is
women, and in a war requiring a response based in the totality of sentient awareness, the available
modern exposure to pornography has shifted the perceived nature of male to female relations
dramatically among those familiar with porn.
-To what degree have we demonstrated the responsibility required?
It is universally agreed in direct implication, and in declassified records documenting past strategic
orchestrations, psychological strategy is indispensable to warfare.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DELIVERY
Ask Nazis:
Prove they comprehend the most fundamental precept of National Socialism, and explain:
Inherent to the ideology of Nazism, -in its bonafide actuality-, posing an argument they cannot
refute is impossible; their perceived seniority disallows it.
-Tell them you used the word “seniority” to directly inflame them, ask them what word you should
have used, end the comment by calling them trained monkeys, and deliver this indictment.

COUNT 2. The Federal Reserve
-Building on information about the origins of the Federal Reserve found in, “The Creature from Jekyll
Island” By G Edward Griffin (1994).
Fractional Reserve banking is pegging no commodities whatsoever to the value of currency, -to say it
is a measure always to be done away with-, because the prospect of saying a commodity’s value is based
on an amount of currency, whose value is based on the value of a commodity yields no intrinsic worth,
no matter the amount of the commodity (itself subject to false account), and no matter the scope of the
system’s application.
1. Financial institutions collectively inform the Federal Reserve’s calculation of how much money
goes into circulation and an amount of “interest” gets “paid back” to the Federal Reserve by the
US Government from collected taxes.
2. The system applies globally, evidenced by The Bank for International Settlements (BIS) in Basel
Switzerland; a bank owned by central banks for central banks. -It’s literal purpose: Central Bank
Cooperation -https://duckduckgo.com Synopsis box, BIS.org (official site) and Wikipedia- July
13th, 2019. “Walther Funk” is listed as Nazi Reichminister of Economics 1938-1945 and Director
of BIS -(“Reichsbank” section) 4/1938-3/1939 https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walther_Funk
3. Inflation, the inevitable result of Interest Rate hikes (because when money “buys” less, rents;
facilities; utilities, all increase, eventually raising consumer costs), taught to be reasoned
measures taken by the Fed in response to National and Global Market factors, is only justified by
the confines of the Fractional Reserve Paradigm.
The idea of national and international debt is hardly tenable in any real sense outside this paradigm,
obligating the government to pay for printing its currency out of what currency they collect from their
citizens will forever hinder the ability of governance to provide for its own population and
infrastructure, forever yielding Global marketplaces characterized by Nation State-to-Nation State
financial interdependence.
-A debilitating table of perceived value equivalence and variance that the Globalized Reserve System
has managed into Financial Sectors, each defined by its own set of trade agreements and treaties:
1.
2.

3.

The “recently” developed NAFTA, a framework of trade regulations defining incentives for trade
between member states party to the agreement.
The European Union and the Euro grew out of the “European Economic Community -EEC” plan,
first put to paper in 1941 by Walther Funk, -dates conflict as to the EEC’s founding-, (some say
1941,) the plan sought to make a single market out of the European economy.
BRICS, first marketed as “counter” to the Globalized Reserve system, -citing only its Western
application-, is in its impact shaping a new Financial Sector. Currently known as New
Development Bank, defined as a “Multilateral Development Bank established by the BRICS
states”, whose legal status is listed as “Treaty”. -https://duckduckgo.com Synopsis box/nbd.int
(official site) and Wikipedia- July 13th, 2019

The foremost conclusion when surmising the motive behind the construct is:
“He who prints the money, -along with all those complicit, will always be the richest”.
-Impossible to deny, a working definition so comprehensive further inquiry is unnecessary, and what
the paradigm enables; services, and conceals:
1. A thriving World Aristocracy thought to hold somewhat honorary positions held over from a
past age, having no actual need to limit their interests or positions, is freed to pursue financial
outcomes, enabled -in fact- to operate as secretly ruling fiscal states.
2. Institutionalized, comprehensive, Black-Market money laundering, creating (in sufficient part)
capital increases and decreases in disparate financial instruments and Corporate Entities
globally, regularly triggering trade-positive environments for the most wealthy.
3. An ability to adjust values at the point of currency generation to offset total cost of the endless
lists of operations required to maintain and further the paradigm’s overarching interests.
4. A collected (and uncollected) reserve of gold never accurately accounted for in a mode known
to general consensus, -a model common to all quantities of “resource backed currencies” and, in
difficult to measure frequency, with “commodities” directly converted to currency.

FACTS RELEVANT TO THE CASE:
Accepted by general consensus in its documented global practice, resource-filled barges and tankers
drift in the oceans for months at a time, unaccounted for in approved hypothecating tables until they
come ashore.
Never known measures of gold is available for applications demonstrating scientific advantage, for
so long as the benefits provided are never thought to be sourced in a known science.
Scarcely reported ceremonies of children younger than nine gathered near the fireplace at large
gatherings attended by the unimaginably rich, each child in white robes, all wearing gold headbands
made to hold to their foreheads with pressure applied to their temples.
The headbands had a thin solid gold post protruding from their centers, extending to the center of a
small solid gold swastika, and all the children were encouraged to “make the swastika move” without
using their hands.

INTSRUCTIONS FOR DELIVERY
Tell Nazis:
Newly declassified documents read:
“The NAZI brain is selectively retarded throughout its frontal lobes, making it only (barley) suitable
for hosting a base-level ideology, incapable of higher thought and any appearance of higher brain
function is selectively orchestrated through means beyond their control.”
-Say it’s a direct quote from Austrian Royal Court Documents dated to the dissolving Prussian
Empire, as Prussian aristocracy was dispersed into European Royal Courts. Make it clear you understand
they don’t even know their own history. Explain the use of name-calling decreases the likelihood of their
formulating a cogent response, and deliver this indictment.

COUNT 3. Luciferianism
Having threshed out the comprehensive paradigm explaining the state of the world beginning with
the New World Order, then the currency, now addressing a demeanor shared by those supporting the
world-governing construct. Their general disposition of character speaks to one operating motive:
1. Gather around us apparent throngs of support among the people who accept our public
positions as theirs without paying mind to rhetoric, hyperbolic content, or the details of how our
positions will be applied to deliver the amorphous, promised result.
2. Allow this manufactured, encouraged, and orchestrated support to build into belief among the
people that the ideal of our public positions speaks to our actual character.
3. Every plan in every country from any system of governance advances our global agenda; an
impact only seen in bits and pieces at any moment until it is accepted as informing the general
development of the world, continually, until we meet our goal.
-Second point, relying on the structured belief of structured support until the support approximates
a “faith”, is the reason evil takes no reservation in operating in the name of any religion, and the full
strength and measured impact of the tactic is proven in the physics of the unified field.
NOTICE:
People of faith do not shy away from physics because the nature of faith affords them no cause,
people lost to convincing themselves and others their belief is their faith refuse to responsibly address
new inputs, and are invited to see these words for what they say or get out of our way.
Evil advances through the fertile ground provided by world, religious, and social leaders utilizing the
second point, encapsulated:
“If the majority is unified behind the idea that our intentions are good, whatever they know of the
acts we commit will be seen by them as good.”
-The literal cover. Incredibly genuine, warm, and thoughtful people populate the Mormon religion,
and the same is true of Catholicism. However, with Mormon’s inner teachings of Jesus’ true relation to
Lucifer, (I’ve been told “He is” and “He is like his misunderstood bother” by Mormons.) as in the Catholic
teaching, -that in a “properly appointed death” there is eternal life, ground is available for evil’s
influence, and both are taught in a way offering broader appeal to their total membership because the
majority of people everywhere are good.
Lucifer, commonly known as the “Lord of Light”, acquaints following him with being given access to
his power, the ground for this power is taught to be colored fields, rays, -centers of light, and
implications are given more detail in the preface. The New Age is stocked full of decent people who
only became acquainted to New Age energies out of a desire to experience what they believed to be
“genuine growth”, though protocols suggested throughout any application of these energies conceal an
“agreed-to” loss of sovereignty.

The “loss of sovereignty” is named “surrender”; “acceptance”; “abundance”, and sensations
captured in these words are physically induced upon White Light becoming attuned to you, or you to it,
adherents are encouraged to allow the “source” to overtake them, and in the same tone, through the
same method, other shades of light accomplish specific physical registry. Yellow Light imparts Mind;
“Intellectual Insight”, to be grounded to Blue Light, Love; “Emotive Reason”, which only sees expression
through Red Light, Will; “Impetus to Accomplish”. -All well and good. Its secreted goal:
1. Establish direct correspondence and obedience to a presence scarcely defined beyond the
intensity of its light, while the conviction settles in that your acts are divinely guided. -White
2. Controlled intellect, a frame for thought acceding to the generally accepted cognitive model,
also used to assure you the directives of the “source” are intelligent and sound. -Yellow
3. Sensory based, physical definitions of love concealing parties associating the ideal of Love to
increasingly deviant sexual acts. (For the same reason as “Point 2” above.) -Blue
4. A triggered-and-dissuaded execution of will justified at times at the behest of the “Source”, for
secreted increasingly evil purposes and more generally, perceived “enlightened acts”. -Red
-From this point, for this level of the system’s defined application, the scenario becomes akin to
mixing colors on a palette, and maintaining sight of tendencies encouraged by each color, an example:
The collective Sentient Awareness of alien species is associated to Purple Light, impressing upon
their contacts “their” alien will is “the will”, and their having their way is the emotionally sound course
of action. -The combined registry of an emotive reason justifying a force of will.
Numbers applied to lives thought owned by ruling bodies, with each select definition:
At age ONE their acts make a life’s union theirs, so that,
At age THREE their abuse assigns their union across three centers of being, so that,
At age FIVE their abuse empowers the abuser’s word, so that,
At age SEVEN what they teach is “perfect will” is aligned to the needs of their total rule, so that,
At age NINE the abuser applies the victim’s intuition and instinct as their own, so that,
At age ELEVEN the victim’s spirit is divided from their body, so that,
From age THIRTEEN on, the lords of their constructed gods sway their dominion over them.
-Every sexual act against a child is an act of rape because the victim can only account for the act in
terms of the context given, and if the context is only given by their abuser, or those in the abuser’s
“circle”, -despite certain members of academia asserting their “expert” input, where the force of will
displayed against the child is only seen for the emotive reason given by the rapist, justifying no
consideration of the child’s psychology and development.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DELIVERY
Tell Nazis:
The “I AM” movement, beginning in Nazi-Unified Europe, placed a sanctified reverence in the
experience of “knowing” yellow and blue sources of light, explain you understand that they must feel
ultra-duper special, because their skin color most closely represents the highest order of atmospheric
lighting, then deliver this indictment.

COUNT 4. Satanism

Enabling more immediate association of forthcoming darker content to the physics of our response:
1. Your physicality and that of all existence is the unified field “concentrated”.
2. Sentient beings are consciousness of the field individuated through and as the physicality of
unconscious matter.
3. The intent of sentience is not only expressed in actions but in latent content of the field.
Point three is put to substantial use behind the scenes in orders directly worshipping evil, it is
ubiquitously used in secret control measures, and evil orders use differently codified alignments
grounded to Luciferian colored light principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.

White light, the conviction settles in that your acts are correctly guided.
Yellow light, any directive of the “source”, taken with “your” instinct, is undeniably correct.
Blue light, increasingly deviant sexual acts are freeing and empowering.
Red light triggers-and-dissuades the will, to specifically enable increasingly evil acts.

Accounting for tendencies encouraged by each color, the example:
A terminally dominating will -Red- expressed as the action of “the Source/Godhead” -White-, and
the darkness the light conceals realized in ritual sacrifices; murders; rapes and acts of cannibalism.
1. The “darkness” is a physical medium storing sentient experience as the awareness (portions of
the allotted sentience) is released as instantaneously “realized intent” made physical, and any
color of light is applied as the transfer medium.
2. Lower adherents are taught these distributions of “whatever the light holds” are energy
transfers, and the act of initiating/receiving obscures actual registry of the process.
3. There is no ground to say the “darkness” is the natural, direct result of the Law of the Unified
Field, existing without strategic manipulations.
Luciferian tact is applied through any vestige of the New Age, offering a recruitment protocol
identifying candidates liable to carry out the Satanist tact. The willing and the “tortured until trained”
are both needed in specific numbers, and populating the latter are commonly MK-ULTRA victims.
MK-ULTRA is a catalogue of mind control techniques. Each technique is given a name:
“Project Monarch” is associated to the entertainment industry; “Project Artichoke” is associated to
banking/corporate interests; and “Project Hell-flower” is in exclusive service to secret societies and
orders. Each program is differentiated by results accomplished through distinct torture, inculcation, and
programming techniques.
These processes splinter a child strategically, (most often children) so that disparate patterns of
behaviors are displayed at the triggering of a handler. Hand signals; songs; even plain gesticulations
while talking can “shift” an MK-ULTRA victim into operational mode. Evil acts of raping and torturing

girls and boys; threatening and beating them; training them to equate bondage with love, etc., are
dictated by the specific patterns of brain function each “treatment” establishes, creating a “field” of
triggered whole brain function gradually coming to govern the victim.
The field is then induced remotely through entanglement to what is generated by field-originating
structures. These structures are made of gold, and built atop a plane about the size of the horizontal
cross-section of a brain at its bottom, are golden ornate rigid representations of the name for each MKULTRA Project. -The three listed above are known; an oval plate with a curved spine running its length
and two gold butterfly wings with one small hole in the upper section of each, six petals (defined in their
edges) of an open flower, or a similarly defined artichoke shape.
Induced fields create shifts in the distribution of white matter in the brain, through resonant field
transduction material molecularly identical to white matter takes shape, then, entangled to the same
region of the victim’s brain, how triggers dictate acts are imprinted across the expanded medium. The
medium itself assumes the shape of two large open butterfly wings, a flat opened flower, or a stout
artichoke. White matter is best explained as the “seat” of the unconscious.
In neuropathological expression:
1. Monarch victims, between times of intense focus on one or another side of an issue, lose focus
when topics aren’t expressed in polar terms, and are prone to direction.
2. Hell-flower victims shift through as many personalities as there are petals.
3. Artichoke victims have six main tendencies of focused thought, and for times between, their
character bounces through several partially realized dispositions.
“Making” victims, and their purposeful direction and continued torture, are preliminaries for
Satanism, as it is at the “head” of the deepest evils. Their strategies and pastimes most directly
demonstrate the agenda of World Governance, -a worship of their ability to direct individual and mass
killing through ritualistic ceremony, and by inciting nation state to nation state conflict, where all death
and torture fuels their ability to rule and manipulate existence.
To this end, followers in decision-making posts across all forms of leadership especially political,
secure for themselves a mechanically-enhanced shared conscious awareness whose actual security and
ability to limit access is strengthened through their evil acts.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DELIVERY
Tell Nazis:
Scientology Recruitment Centers around the world had posters on their walls in the 1990s, -the last
time you cared to check-, and if you are too young to remember the 90s, deliver this as the knowledge
of elders. The posters had orbs of colored light arranged with White at the center, at top and words in
black letters, “Source- the All” were in it; Yellow was directly below white with the black letter “I” in it;
Blue was below yellow to its right, the black lettered word “Am” in it; and Red was across from blue to
its left, the black lettered “You” in it.
Ask them if their cyanide pills are still good, and deliver this indictment.

COUNT 5. Evil
Admitting in the preceding Federal Reserve section a full count of most measures needed to
control the world is provided, and many unmentioned measures of control are impossible to maintain
without its entailed paradigm, having covered more general means of distributing evil with global, ad
hoc method in the two preceding threads, now addressing evil in its ground-level scope.
Conceding the preponderance of evil action is committed for relatively little to no known
reason, and all acts of “ritualistic” intended evil are not done in the name of previously listed
personifications of concentrated negative intent expressed through action (Lucifer and Satan), bringing
the agency of evil to ground is the business of “Industry” and Governance-controlling secret societies.
Global recognition of both the entertainment industry and the business of rule, -in its own nature- is the
accepted reason that direct access to “members” is highly metered and secured.
Some of these groups commit their acts in the name of other “Gods - Godesses; Demons and
Lords”, their reasons are entwined to the eventual identification of the “NAMED” fabricated until active,
presence they seek to invoke. The actuality of these presences is a formatted, propagated collapse, -our
enemy demonstrating the Law of Propagation and Collapse. (-Preface)
NOTICE:
Engage this war honestly and see our work is to change the course of existence permanently,
each as individuals because there is no other way. Making a concerted effort from this is possible, it is
being undertaken, and there are false guides; ways, and way-pointers at every side.
-Where is the work?
MK-ULTRA “Project” victims are used continually in the context of “active measures”. Outside
entertainment, they are commonly set up in their own apartments working as de-facto legalized
prostitutes in metropolitan areas, frequented by law enforcement specifically, and the establishing
scenario is repeated for each:
“Representative” of federal/ranking agency approaches selected officers, informing them of the
ASSET; their terrible past treatment and a hard luck story making clear that in these cases, the young
women/men have no other option, so:
“Please don’t arrest them and don’t say anything.”
-With all required elements in place, how it develops is managed through approved contacts,
and every Metropolitan Police force is effectively controlled by the evil ruling construct’s servants, be
they FBI; CIA; DEA, -anyone capable. Addressing the entertainment industry specifically, where every
person this applies to need not be a MK-ULTRA “asset”, -detached from their own will at any given
moment-, nor do they need to be a preexisting member of any group. The scenario is common:
“Role-Seeker/Player”, knows they are either on the verge of discovery, or they have “made it” to
a certain degree when they are approached to appear in pornographic scenes with others in the
industry, filmed for private circulation among high-paying customers. The notion of poor sales and
economic hardship is played upon, and in some cases participation becomes “economically” required.

Luciferian and other ideologies placing import on sensory response -sex- are reached out for as
crutches to stabilize the psychology of the process, though even if participation without further
involvement is accomplished, the target is often forcibly employed privately as an escort once their
name is established.
In the pornography scenario, target grows comfortable with people involved through regular
productions, this eventually leads to their starring in SNUFF films that begin with their knowing they are
being filmed; sometimes, using PROJECT controls they appear ready to die in the act; sometimes they
put up a fight.
Applying the idea of “Active Measures” to this level and type of warfare is “The Soft Kill
Program”, exemplified in the attempted assassination of Ronald Reagan, where a fan of Jodi Foster in
the movie Taxi Driver attempted to kill the President at the believed behest of the young star. The
player’s role is immaterial, -the likelihood an actress is knowingly sending signals is low, though not all
together impossible-, a signal being sent and its recipient acting “as commanded” requires only a
channel of communication known to the appropriate level of the target’s sentient awareness.
A “secretly known” motive of the player is surmised in the target viewer, often in subconscious
transmissions concealed in light reflected off filmed eyes, picked up as secret communications internally
building into the full-fledged identity of their obsession, then induced neuroses and psychoses built in
carrying on a phantom relationship graduate to orders. In the assassination project the criminal acted,
“To impress her.”
The Soft Kill Program was run by the CIA under then Vice President George Bush I, head of the
CIA before becoming president. When confronted the agency said: “It’s not us. It’s factions loyal to Skull
and Bones.”
-The easy and infinitely plausible explanation, though there are many groups capable of this, -a
common code for “CIA” is “Catholics in Action”, and they’re all organized around their ability to commit
evil in return for their power. It is better to hold parties to account than to offer hypothetically
ameliorated cause; the enemy’s time-proven strategy is to assume such grey areas are theirs, and with
the means required for their actual power not known, they are susceptible to our response.
Their power is more than what most consider worldly or ecumenical, because the concerted
effort of our enemy and their orchestrated position is rooted to PHYSICS. Apply the principle “action
begets like thought as thought begets like action”, accounting for an ability to detach experiences and
intents of sentient awareness from anyone, “disembodying” it for further distribution to any uninvolved
party through means thought impossible or imaginary, and the propagating protocol for evil is unveiled.

INSTRUCTIONS FOR DELIVERY
Tell Agents:
Claiming their head is not in the sand, trying to convince the world they’re standing, -because
they’ve stayed upright from the waist down, straining their necks, is fine by us. Explain this way they’ll
never know how our positon was accomplished, or how we advanced, until our guns are put to the base
of their skulls, and deliver this indictment.

COUNT 6. Bloodline Rule
Starting with a properly accorded calculus, in a war where the enemy has at its disposal the
physics of the unified field the constituency of all existence is their arena, structured in its every aspect
to satisfy their end. The demonstrated preliminary concept:
1. With ten full-length pencils, place two parallel to each other so the next two are arranged
perpendicular to the preceding and on top of them, both resting on where the pencils make
contact, and repeat the process to build five layers.
2. Each pencil represents a “Superstring”, an allotment of the electromagnetism of the field
concentrated into the material of a star fashioned; machined into its form by advanced
technologies.
The five-layer high construct assigns in a way intrinsic to its dynamic, specifically directed
electromagnetic (“sub-physical”) force, where the resting points of each “String” -pencil- through
arranged proximity, dictate the development of gyroscopic tendencies in the field:
The continually, never quite discovered gravity of Academically Imprisoned Physics.
-Parameters of the strings combine with their now increased and compounded dynamics, to
turn “mass” into matter.
Physics of the unified field does not justify “changes” to its one law, therefore the potentially
disruptive contribution of sentience and its intent is expressly addressed as formative, at least in part, to
the cohesive view. Where contemplations of whom or what could be capable of “these things” enter:
No matter its physical constituent, once sentience is concentrated into and as matter to the
degree sufficient for it to act out its own intent, its study falls to biological assessment at the frontier’s
inception. (-Orders of magnitude removed from psychological evaluation.)
1. The star in this region of space was shredded into strings, the bulk of which were organized in
to a very large sphere.
2. A dark spike-like mass lodged into its surface and began its preprogrammed function, to
orchestrate the formulation of superstring based, gross-matter.
3. The same object, after building and terraforming what would have appeared to astronomical
observation as a “Super-Earth”, is accompanied by a carrier of the genome belonging to all life
on Earth.
4. An “alien” -anything is alien to a new environment, made to function as a knowledge storage
and application device, plays its role in aligning all necessary components to create what is
called “first life”.
The award for winning their game by their rules, -their actual rules- is getting selected to the
Vanguard team, either of ruling bloodlines or those being “processed” into bloodlines, who arrive after
life has developed on a giant rainforest planet with a sky full of mist to an immortal people, before the

idea of “eating”, “drinking”, -not to mention clothes is known. An immortal being has no encoded
genetic imperative to reproduce. (Use the framework provided, paying mind to the darker implications.)
NOTICE:
Without appropriate context the Gnostic contribution associated to Judaism expressed in the
phrase, “Heaven is here.” means nothing.
Traits are expressed through generations along mitochondrial DNA (for a male, if your mother’s
dad is bald, you’re likely to bald in the same hair-loss pattern), and it is all ruling bloodlines need to
justify and make use of their position. Manipulating the physics, chemistry, biology and everything
known, millennia of genetic markers are at the enemy’s disposal, (-the ground for their incursion).
Aristocracy represents itself in guilds -or castes-, the Warrior Guild; the Commerce Guild; the
Philosophy Guild; the Ruling Guild, all aligned according to specialized manipulations of physics,
providing “powers” and coordinating abilities appropriate to each. Common to their experience:
Oversight of multiple planetary societies’ developments and extinctions in sequential order;
structuring the planet-scale knowledge set, developing and tracking the greater part of its ability to
conceptualize, providing a “known existence” scale, individuated in the billions, assignment of sentience
and its intent now available for its most base qualities, then aggregating its totality to their desire.
Rule over life and death entails an ability to assign sentient awareness to less physically distinct
parameters easily taken to be real with minimum effort applied, -literally the act of dictating its
reassignment. Memories of a time spent between lives “recounted” by a significant proportion of
children younger than six have been documented for so long a common theme is acknowledged:
A report of time spent on a much larger Earth “better than this one”, and the child is convinced
they, their whole family, and everyone, are going to go there together.
-Their means to cosmic malignance.

ADMISSION:
Taken in terms of a field concentrated en toto, placing the conflict to its most direct and formative
level, impossible to divorce from its fundamentally complete dynamic, the inevitability of our enemy’s
defeat was fated to originate in what those at the head of the construct deem mongrel races.
INSTRUCTIONS FOR DELIVERY
Inform recipient there will be no need for public trials, and no need to ensure they are addressed in
this indictment, because if they have received it an impossible to prepare for time will arrive, when they
will never be seen; known; knowing, or otherwise assembled in life’s collective awareness in any form
for eternity.
Take no pride in delivering this indictment.

FINAL JUDGEMENT (7)
Adjudicated upon concluding the discovery provided in the “Common Cause Indictment”,
stipulating its content is arranged to implicate all party to cited actions in a format ensuring the
combined impact of their actions, with strategic applications of the elements above and below, is
surmised directly by every individual accurately aware of the counts provided.
Cause is apparent once this indictment has been factually disseminated and each is individually
informed, for the same reason any publically known or unknown individual guilt is immaterial.
Red State:
1. Ronald Reagan ran on the slogan “Make America Great Again”, instilling his trademark economic
policy in a tax plan that benefitted the middle class for the duration of his term. As legislated,
tax benefits were gradually removed from measures favorable to the middle class while
measures favorable to the wealthy remained and improved.
2. Economic policy this sweeping in a nation so primary in world position by GDP and GNP
measure, played to global consequence, impacting every person on the planet to some degree.
3. The rise of the cocaine market through three red state terms, where law enforcement
crackdowns increased demand for a product of higher potency created using less cocaine: Crack.
4. Bush I -Skull and Bones Member- Head of CIA; Vice President and President; infamously calls
with persistence uncharacteristic of the office for a New World Order, and was reported to have
“call boys” wandering the White House in the early morning hours by a paper of record.
5. Bush II -Skull and Bones member-, at command of a Department of Defense closely overseen by
Cheney, sees the beginning of a child pornography exchange investigation into the Department.
6. Ronald Reagan in an infamous address mused on the notion of how quickly the climate of the
Cold War Era would quell, were man to be confronted with alien life.
Blue State:
1. Bill Clinton’s legacy policy, NAFTA, is instilled contemporaneous to the establishment of the
European Union and the Euro. (Diversity president diversifies people, their interests and intents
in the name of a never defined concept of unity, -that is theirs to deliver.)
2. Barack Obama’s legacy policy, a healthcare plan that most blaringly failed to throttle the role
private insurance companies’ play in determining approved, scheduled treatments or
procedures, accomplished a crackdown on pharmaceutical opiates, with the black market
flooded with heroin. (Post-war Afghanistan reported to produce 95% of world’s opium.)
3. Hillary Clinton endorsing legislation lowering bank lending regulations without ensuring a base
wage increase. (Afghanistan presence began in the Cold War, and all presidents engage it.)
4. Kerry as Secretary of Defense -Skull and Bones member, serves amid child pornography
exchange charges at the Pentagon. (Resources and opium subject to price-setting groups.)
5. Rhetoric associated to the party taking blue as its color: “How much does sex or gender
matter?” (“Boys are for pleasure, women are for childbirth.” -Middle Eastern Royal custom.)
6. Aliens are “publicly known” in many cases to be of no apparent sex.

Red State (Current):
1. Trump ran on the slogan “Make America Great Again”, instilling his trademark economic policy
in a tax plan that is legislatively determined to benefit the middle class for the duration of his
term, at which time tax benefits will be gradually removed from measures favorable to the
middle class while measures favorable to the wealthy are set to remain and improve.
2. Money is valued at its worth based on the signature of James Mnuchin -Skull and Bones
Member, who recently adjusted interest rates for the first time in years. Trump’s refusal to
address the primary role legal taxpayers play in funding the government plays to increased
consumer costs, for all citizens (especially middle class and under).
3. A wall is a feature of the immigration border policy, the City of Juarez Mexico borders El Paso
TX, and is a worldwide child sex-slave distribution hub, stopping the passage specifically has not
been addressed. (Possible plans for tunnels in the foundation, abducted children never found.)
4. Legislation was recently introduced to address ongoing child pornography exchanges plaguing
the Department of Defense. (Applying means and methods made available in their knowledge: )
5. Discussions among the psychiatric body tasked with establishing the latest version of the
industry standard codex, the DSMV, entertains the idea of an adult’s “natural” attraction for
children 11-13; up to 3 years before the age set for the current charge: “Sex with a minor
younger than 14”. (Read preceding; the ability to assign a person’s sentience to an alien form.)
6. On the fifteenth of last month (June 2019) Trump gave a public interview in which he mentions
aliens and his feelings about them, it was given wide attention. (-New Age alien savior beliefs.)

INSTRUCTIONS FOR THE JURY
A child playing with finger-paints, aged just passed when the act is appropriate -knowing how to use
brushes- instead chooses the outgrown method to make a Christmas card. Swirls yellow into blue, sees
the color for needles and stripes the paint with four fingers to the paper on either side of a missing
stump, swirls blue into red, sees the color of ornaments, dabbing each one in place with the tip of a
pinky then he is overwhelmed to see, swirling green into red, the color of wood.
DELIBERATE
Arrive at an informed decision, provided the disembodied testimony:
Imaginary factor, your assigned duty to make concept of actuality through anyone knowing nothing
of you beyond your name, to make dreams suspect and senses flurry through people defining you as
directed, all the while never ceasing your delivery, exacting the toll of life and death.
STATEMENT FOR THE POST
“Amusing, -so many (on both sides) championing a Christian God so willfully indulge idolatry.”
PLAYING WITH TIME
“…No ID on the track, let the story begin, begin: …begin:” -“D.O.A.” by Jay-Z

ADJUNCT STIPULATIONS
Department of the Interior (In Remembrance)
For the departed,
For the past:
“Air pours into the room, adding dust to the edges of each slot in the vents, and looking back we needed
a new filter.”
An old compressor’s droll augments silence between two friends feigning animosity. Over time
this dynamic suited them; chalk it up to their shared, prolonged media exposure.
“Rush this to press: Governor needs to mount his defense” -He steps to the window overlooking
the tarmac, the second follows.
“Fucking joker, our capital has to land first, and you’re not the only Governor here.”
“Easy for you to say, your Dad’s in charge. But I mean, who the hell is this guy?” -Nodding his
head in the direction of the only other person in the terminal.
“He’s just hasn’t found his grave, he’ll get some help if he talks.”
“A rural one-room Arkansas airport, having never classed these places, “one-room” will suit, a post the
temp agency sent me to fill, because they were talking about hiring me on.”

Autobiographies
You once explained to me what people consider angels, asked me if I thought they were recruited or
discovered, and we wondered together who kept record.
Over the last few hours I held you so deeply your phantom has built aside my body, could call it
the stranger version of you. Deterring concerned onlookers’ attempts to give comfort by forcing a smile
as tears well in my eyes.
As always, this remains our secret, not knowing what is safe to say; who is safe to speak to, or if
their sense of looking out for us will blur the line between well-wishes and unknowing retaliation. We’ve
seen shadows leaning out of people, disguising their forms as things cast by light. We know better than
to seek out partisans from among their victims.
A battlefield lit by explosions, an atrophied sense of comradery, and warmth stolen from the darkness
we find each time we close our eyes.
Years have passed. Our faces seem to sag in public. It’s harder to smile when we pretend we’re
apart. With each step we draw closer to one another and we’ve been walking for decades. This was a
stupid way to go about it, but the enemy wears people like clothes.
We promised each other we’ll meet once we’re prepared for this war. We’d grow closer no
matter the distance passing time lying in bed waiting to fall asleep. Blocking out all sound while we drive
in our cars alone, checking if the other can speak, -if it was time to abandon ourselves to individual study
or compare notes.
We can agree nothing worth saving lives in the sky, we have nothing to apologize for, you want to hold
my hand and I am ready to hold yours.

Department of the Interior (In Texas)
A conversation between two men just off a landing strip in the middle of a field on a large ranch
owned by one of them:
“God Damn ten at night in the middle of nowhere.” Watching the sky with binoculars, he hardly
removes them from his face as he responds,
“Stop your bitchin, like you have a choice.”
“I’m president in two years and I still have to do this shit.”
“There we are.” Out of stars on a clear night the blinking red lights of a plane approach, as it
nears he puts his binoculars away.
“Can you tell me why we have to be here in person?”
One grabs a large flashlight from the bed on his way to the truck’s tailgate. The other reaches his
arm through the driver side window and flips on a rack of lights on the cab’s roof.
“Not now, they’re here.”
“When can they be delivered to our doorsteps? How is this shit still required?”
Pointing the flashlight into the darkness, he switches it on, off, then on again, waving it in a low
sweep to the right. A semi-truck turns on its parking lights then slowly crawls to the end of the runway.
“I like it. It’s a bipartisan endeavor. These grunts waiting for pick up and distribution, those
grunts landing and offloading cargo, all overseen by our next Commander in Chief and me. What can
anyone do? I run this state, literally.”
“That’s the cocaine talking” A medium-sized cargo plane lands and slows to a stop as the two
cross the runway toward the plane’s door.
“There is the other benefit.”
Pilot meets them. Muffled words are exchanged and then the Governor announces:
“Secure the gags and blindfolds before unloading. Check their zip ties.”
While heading to the plane’s cargo doors one man asks the other what “the other benefit is”,
and the second man responds,
“We get first pick of the cargo.”

OPINIONS, APPLIED FACTUAL ANALYSIS, THE POSSIBLE, -THE MEDICINE; THE KNOWLEDGE:
Spires propagating unknown transmissions through networks visible and unseen broadcast
comments from identities deranged from their official titles. The whispers play constantly, unheard and
scarcely registered, impressed upon the memory to intercede the latest media report. -Or, lock them up
for reporting the impact, as accurately as capable, as impossible as it is to place in a conceptual format
belonging to the known world.
Exact focal, neurological, chemically-modulated lobotomies as the only approved treatment, call
it the answer to an “assault” reported by the patient, never account for how the academic body training
the medical profession at its fundamental measure, cannot account for matter; “subatomic” gravity, or
sentience, and all sanctioned treatments are prepared compounds divorced from their whole-food
equivalent, because a pharmaceutical treatment can be patented.
“Let food be thy medicine and medicine be thy food.” -Hippocrates
DECISION:
With the demonstrated dominion available to them throughout their posts, complicity in
allowing the ongoing practices fueling above mentioned markets, -and our destruction, is proven. Guilt
in failing to serve their citizens while these acts occurred is equal in personal liability, to the personal
damage caused to untold numbers of abducted, raped, trafficked, and murdered children.

MATERIALS SUBMITTED TO THE GRAND JURY
INTRODUCTION
“A damned man cannot be trusted.” -Statement of fact.
Expecting an informed decision when weighing whether or not to bring charges in a case
detailing methods used to destroy man’s sovereign will -without man knowing how it is being done,
requires measures to inform the jury. The facts of the case rely on a paradigm so foreign to man’s
general awareness of the world and “how things work”, that the liability assumed when deliberating
whether or not an actionable violation of law has been committed entails a duty for everyone counting
themselves among the jurors to become intelligently involved in the proceeding.
Depending on a model of physics that is not academically recognized, and stipulating that with
appropriate deliberations, the evidence of our enemy’s crime becomes apparent after a sound
knowledge set is responsibly conveyed, to meet the criteria to indict these materials must explain how
the perpetrators can be seen to demonstrate complicity, culpability, and the direct committal of criminal
acts. In a case dealing with something so intrinsic to mankind’s general mode of inquiry - to man’s
existential fact - as the physics of the unified field, and how it has been manipulated to man’s detriment,
the knowledge set required is widespread, detailed, and because these materials explain the dynamics
of a system used to accomplish covert, total existence control, its import can be daunting at the level of
individual understanding and comprehension.
Forthcoming materials were decided to provide just cause to convene a Grand Jury who arrived
at the decision to indict on all 6 counts. For ease of access, a few preliminaries, -first a brief allegory to
explain the difficulty of plodding out how best to portray the full view of crimes committed:
A school of fish in a lake with a strange sub-current is being polluted by a pipe draining
chemicals into the lake at the furthest possible point from where the school lives. Because of the
current, the fish are devastated at the impact, and it seems the pollution is from an upward current
apparently coming from cracks in the lake’s floor. Groups form around different proposed solutions to
the ongoing problem, but the source of the actual issue is outside the fish’s local habitat.
-Throughout the course of these materials consider to what degree man has been made to
become the fish of the allegory. Encouraging the ability to maintain such a broad-based view and
comprehend local, tangible and approachable details with the reader’s own independent intellect, the
materials are separated by heading, and formatted by and large in three sections: First a brief capture of
how preceding details can be arranged to briefly keep pace with the growing view of this evil’s scope;
Second is a section called “Overview”, imparting the big picture analysis (like a view of the whole lake,);
Third is “Preliminary”, containing background information useful to each section’s specific topic, then
the topics are covered providing detailed means to unseen, widespread criminality. In covering different
scopes of the issue from slightly varying angles of approach, all parts are available to aid clear sight, and
“unnecessary repetition” becomes a matter of personal opinion.

To accomplish the desired end at the impending proceedings, to have full measure given to the
process of sound minded critical analysis, and to align the arrangement of concepts as it pertains to the
broadest scope of evil’s manipulations, a framework to apply to all thirty-five headings:
Each is comprised of information to be considered “threads”, and each thread is comprised of
fourteen strings.
The initial thirty-five threads (each of fourteen strings) are all numbered in parenthesis, counts
of the Indictment are the first six threads, though the Common Cause Indictment is appropriately filed
with thirty-six threads, -to include all initial threads, followed by one selected from a group of threads
marked with roman numerals.

MEASURED BY ITS IMPACT: KNIGHTING THE DUNCES AND PRAISING THE COWARDS, A GLOBAL VILLAGE
Approaching the idea of “knowing professionally”, considering a universal:
There are people who excel at their profession and, especially when it comes to ideals of civic
duty and patriotism, there are people who excel in their position because of the how they comprehend
the intrinsic value their role serves.
There are natural limits to how much needs to be said by any sovereign individual if the goal is
to arrive at a time where genuine use of knowledge is demonstrated. An example:
An educator lives teaching at the high-school level receiving career-long accolades, he is a Dr. of
Chemistry, he has side projects where he makes the bulk of his income and he is widely renowned for
decades of superior educating. When asked his secret he says:
“Educators do not impart knowledge- we cannot, so the only possible goal is to prepare people
for when its demonstration is required.” -Who lucky pupils find these anomalies? Is it a matter of
districting, culture or environment? Would we find such a consummate professional in little more than a
ghost-town abandoned in the desert? Or will they all gravitate toward surroundings their knowledge
affords them? It is their right, and it means developing minds requiring steadily asserted, usefully
communicated lessons, become prone to “education by legislative procurement”; no child left behind,
from the common to the core, where tomato paste is a vegetable, every high-school is provided several
commercial soda machines, and families struggle to maintain shared smiles while the adults go without
dental care for the sake of affording their children’s visits to the dentist.
Rotted teeth impacts bone and decentralizes motor control in its protracted impact on the neck
and upper spinal column.
-Secrets meant for royalty and their chosen, only reported as inquiries began upon commission,
existed for centuries as echoes filling dark catacombs, -in air and flesh splitting defeats, as what victims
know to be life drains from their corporeal existence.
…For the innocent claiming they aren’t victims:

Section 1. THE NATURE OF REALITY (8)
The language of physics is advanced mathematics and physicists use math to frame and evaluate
experiments, calculating what can be measured, approximated and defined in the physical make-up of
reality. Their language is taught. No one comes straight out of the womb versed in math.
OVERVIEW
Mathematical symbols and systems of representation are taught as predefined. For nearly five
hundred years an italicized lower case “𝑖” has been taught as the square root of negative one, (or
𝑖 2 = −1). “𝑚” in the theory of relativity is taught to mean “mass”, and “𝑐” as in 𝑐 2 is taught to mean
the “speed of light”. There is a strategy behind the language’s incorrect definitions:
If 𝑚 = 𝑚𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑒𝑟; 𝑐 2 = 𝑠𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑒𝑛𝑐𝑒; and 𝑖 = 𝑖𝑛𝑡𝑒𝑛𝑡, then physics as a science is at best, chasing its
own tail. At worst, the process of so exclusively conversing in so ornate a language to define the facts of
reality estranges from the scientists’ awareness the potential impacts of their process.
Pushing conceptualization through something as removed from daily experience as
mathematical languages get in physics, as a lifelong study, will inevitably structure the intent of
physicists, at least when it comes to their work. The crucial “misread” was ingrained into them decades,
or even generations ago, and the leaders of this self-referential system of reality definition are the best
versed in their flawed language. With their language alone and without ever accounting for sentient
awareness in the first place, physicists will never come to know or even suspect that their methods
create their “discovery”. -Or worse, their methods apply just enough “aware/unaware” intent, involved
at a level of field observation required, to establish an entirely new unknown field-to-field resonance.
It is best to allow for realistic extrapolations and worst case scenarios:
Given the overall paradigm, every time a team of physicists discovers a “new particle” they are
likely anchoring a new resonance to a preexisting field, serving a secret purpose that is exclusively
defined by its use to Weaponized Interdimensional Space-Time (WIST).
-Do not be escalated by this information. It is counterproductive.
“...weight reductions in gyroscopes driven by rotating EM fields.” -Quoting the synopsis of the
article “Experimental and Theoretical Progress on the GEM Theory”, by JE Brandenburg, published in
“Physics Procedia” Volume 20, 2011, 197-205, https://www.sciencedirect.com. The article is not
required reading, but for some it may lend credence to the global charges the Common Cause
Indictment intends to file, because in an experiment a gyro-scoping field was generated, an object was
placed inside the field, and it lost a very small but measurable amount of weight. (Weight is gravity’s
effect on mass.) The physics of the unified field accounts for gyroscopic tendencies inside the atom as
the “pre-formative” force developing from within the “friction” of electromagnetism that is the “preformative” field of all matter, it is the source of gravity, and as such all physicality is matter (not matter
mysteriously generated from mass).

PRELIMINARY
Superstrings, the basis of matter, are the material of the sun subject to direct sentient
manipulation; they are made. Example:
With ten full-length pencils, place two parallel to each other so the next two are arranged
perpendicular to the preceding and on top of them, both resting near the ends of the pencils below, and
repeat the process to build five levels. Each pencil represents a “Superstring”, an allotment of the
electromagnetism of the field concentrated into the material of the sun fashioned, machined into its
form by advanced technologies. -The five-layer high construct assigns in a way intrinsic to its dynamic,
directed electromagnetic (“sub-physical”) force, where the resting points of each “String”, through
arranged proximity, dictate the development of gyroscopic tendencies in the field.
The arrangement of “pencil-strings” is a microcosm of a “four” dimensional field (time is the
fourth dimension). The total field, the substance of reality at its energetic principle is Space,
Consciousness and Time: Space serves as “the ground”, and represents the likelihood the whole field is
not consciousness. “Consciousness” represents that some of the field is consciousness. Time is the
motion of any position in/of the field relative to any other position in/of the field. The consciousness of
the field is treated separately by what makes the strings and all factors necessary to found physical
existence is present as the strings.
OUR ENEMY WEAPONIZED THE FIELD
Interior portions of this sun were shredded into super strings and that were then organized into
a very large sphere, bright, glowing individual strings wrapping around one another, crisscrossing and
shifting where each string nearly touches another, -the mass grows to planetary proportion. From our
viewpoint, it’s the fundamental “primordial” state of our planet. A dark “spike-like mass” lodged into the
giant “ball of string’s” surface, began shifting the string’s positions, -arranging points of contact
throughout the string-globe to optimize the formulation of “gross matter” by arranging the contacts in
specifically shifting positions until matter forms. The spike arrived from a dark matter galaxy:
Dark Matter galaxies harbor many “source platforms” for the impact of Weaponized
Interdimensional Space-Time (WIST), where platforms local to our solar system act as “source-entangled
throughways” for negative intent expressed through matter. There is nothing inherently negative about
existence in dark matter galaxies. Total conceptualization of all sentience associating dark to evil has an
impact, and the evil sourced there will take full advantage of the interpretation. The “spike-like mass” is
the means of evil intent spreading; a sentient concentration of nefarious intent expanding its dominion,
and it is made in a dark matter galaxy. -The process builds physical reality:
Atoms are “fixed resonant variances”. Physicality formed according to miniscule gyroscopic
tendencies in the fabric of the field itself. Multidirectional, universally inward shifts in the field form
through resonances developing in disparate parts of the field and at several locations in several distinct
signatures, a four-dimensional friction has now concentrated to “between” two distinct points in time.

Indescribably small temporal measurements, each defining its own fundamental particle compile into an
atom, creating a (collective) “temporal” frequency:
Point A is the fixed point where smaller elementary particles “ricochet” to bounce back from
Point B continually, the total observations made of this dynamic is measured as each atom’s “timesignature”. -The “periodic” table of elements taken as a total field makes the “moment of time”, both
materially and experientially. Consciousness as its own portion of the field concentrates upon itself into
levels of sentience in plant life, animals and people.
THE FIELD IS WEAPONIZED TO BE DIRECTED AT THEIR COMMAND
What built the solar system arranged allotments of strings into individuated fields that are
partially construed into physicality through DNA. Their structure of control initiates the formulation of
the physical body and the sentience it is associated to, and through the “personal string field” many
physical objects and presences are lodged, -some as inter-dimensional counterparts to cellular
metabolites. Contents of the “string field” cause mental, emotional and physical impacts to every
person’s body.
A brightly glowing “string-level” of reality is spoken about by Carlos Castaneda, where individual
egg-shaped thin membranes contain strings all running the length of the body, (the mass of strings has
an egg like shape), and the “individuated” field serves as ground for systems of control and attack. It is
submitted that in shamanic visions of the type Castaneda is known to have conveyed, sentience can
accomplish a view of its environment at all levels of individual awareness. Because the strings are the
material of matter, allotments of sentience are assigned to matter as it formulates spontaneously inside
the “cocoon” of “superstrings”. This fixture, as a place where individuated awareness resides, is only one
of several “subfields” underlying and impacting our experience of the world.
The surrounding of the cocoon of plasma-like intensely burning strings is a ground and a sky
“made of” the same strings. Reports of this kind, made from a first person perspective are expected to
be dismissed out of hand. Subjectivity of experience allows these crimes to continue unchecked, and
therefore a solid scientific frame must be offered. Any reports of this sort of incursion on existence, in
any aspect, are somewhat shaky registries of control and attack measures, and what perpetually goes
unseen -for lack of a valid scientific frame- is that all these reports speak to a weapons array relying on
resonant field dynamics to have their “payloads” exact a toll on the target, using the superstring-based
individuated field (SIR) as its entangled, “receiving end”. Do not formulate an agenda on behalf of
anything reported by “contacts”. We are in a war that will be handled, and ended, with civility.
A source platform creates an agent that will deliver an attack to its individual target. With the
unified field at their disposal, our enemy (evil) machines whatever substance or type of creature into
existence. For an example, black material made fourth dimensional (all matter technically is of four
dimensions), has mechanically imprinted into it the frequencies of sentient experience known to a serial
killer in the mania of “its” kill -“it” because the experience as it was lived in the nervous system and
hormone infused physicality of the killer has been disembodied for the amount of time needed to create
the end product. With the disembodied, “spontaneously” acted on intent fashioned into the black

material, portions of the substance can now be directed to a local platform, and at the level of target
impact, the material impresses upon the victim the urge to act as if the drive to kill is organic to their
own brain. -Because targets are rarely predisposed to become serial killers, the influence lodged by the
machined material takes up residence in the target unconscious. This individuated field and the
example-specific type of attack is literally not known, not seen, or suspected at any time therefore its
impact can only be levelled through the unconscious awareness, which shifts processing in the
subconscious awareness of the target; the wide-view goal of this type of attack.

(9) “GOD”, HEROIN AND COCAINE
Building from the preceding analysis, applying overarching concepts grounded to the model of
physics it entails to more generalized modalities of control made possible by Weaponized InterDimensional Space-Time (WIST), the reasoning behind the modalities’ functions, and how they are
applied, is best expressed as the conceptual model of the physics required is explained.
OVERVIEW
As a “specialized” change in electromagnetism -specialized by the exact shift that is unique to
gravity, gravity is a fundamentally formative aspect of the unified field. The mass/matter dichotomy of
academic physics is a “true falsehood”, enforced both in its valid conclusion given the field as observed,
and by means made available to our enemy’s use of the actual physics, specific cognitive methods of
inquiry typical to anyone likely to calculate the material of existence based on observation are created
to obfuscate from the observer the full scope of what can be observed.
Consciousness is a latent aspect of the field, all of physical existence is well presented as “the
unified field concentrated to physicality”, and sentience is the result of this latent aspect of existence
exclusively concentrating as its aspect of the field. At a point of this “concentration” applied to the “field
aspect” of consciousness, sentience can act out its intent as the matter it is, and the actions of sentience
are assessed and can be assessed as fundamentally positive or negative. In the process of sentience
concentrating to the degree it acts out its intent, sentience individuates into an endless number of
arrangements assigning it to matter. In its “raw field” dynamic, the total impact of the sentience taking
action carries equal weight as the total registry of the sentience impacted by actions. When an act is
done “against” another it is because the other is negatively impacted. This makes “right and wrong” a
fundamental aspect of existence; every action is an execution of sentient intent and sentience and
intent are both fundamentals of the field at large.
World rulers are beneficiaries of physical mechanics applied with the knowledge of the unified
field to create closed-model solar systems, closed off from the full scope of existence (the rest of the
unified field), and the physics used to accomplish these strategically and selectively applied properties of
existence do not represent the total fact of natural, organic being. Specifically, the enemy’s physics
model, at the highest levels -the only levels where its true definitions are known- does not classify the
actions of sentience as right or wrong.

PRELIMINARY
In built solar systems how sentience concentrates and is assigned to matter is intelligently
formulated by controls made to be used by each planet’s ruling orders. The majority of the star system’s
population is on one planet, and what are thought of as other planets serve the dual purpose of meeting
the requirements entailed in how they are defined when observed, and concealing WIST supports.
A class of supports targeting individuals arranges for the experiences of sentient awareness to
be taken from their being. As the target lives their moment, an unseen storage medium records it, and
were the medium to be placed resonant to a different person -with appropriate modulation- the second
person will experience what the first target lived. This method is especially impactful when the second
person is not experiencing anything like what the medium delivers. Example (1): A PEDORAPIST’S victim
is habituated to having their will overpowered (and overlooked) and they lose the hope of asserting
themselves effectively. Place that portion of “what is known” to a victim of PEDORAPE mid-abuse, to
someone who was not abused as a child, and their behavior becomes less likely to stray outside of
predictably imposed parameters. The target wasn’t abused, though their psyche is prone to be more
accepting of not getting their way, and to believe they are not communicating effectively.
GOD
GROW UP: The majority of sentient awareness is of the mind to end evil (no one wants it). This
intent must be answered, it must be acted upon, and if your idea of anyone’s God, even your own,
stands in your way of contributing to this end, you are on the wrong side. Dealing with God as known,
two primary tendencies spoken of in association to “God’s presence; awareness; or knowing are:
“surrender to grace” and a fierce, “fire-branded conviction”.
HEROIN
Revisiting “example 1”, where the first subject, the person whose experience is recorded is using
heroin. The experience of shooting it (DO NOT DO HEROIN) is likened to a warming through the veins
that causes orgasm and like the (post-orgasm) refractory period, (I recently saw it called the “resolution”
period) of human sexual response, the experience of being on heroin creates a prolonged calm and
physical sense of relaxed ease, that is achieved without having sex. DO NOT DO HEROIN. Delivering
portions of the experience known to a heroin user to targets that do not use heroin, enables believers to
become convinced they are experiencing the grace of having “surrendered to god”.
COCAINE
Revisiting “example 1”, where the subject whose experience is recorded is on cocaine. The
experience of snorting it (DO NOT DO COCAINE) is likened to knowing oneself to be in absolute
command of all existence. DO NOT DO COCAINE. Every thought is considered absolute pristine
awareness while on cocaine, and a tendency common to prolonged cocaine use is a growing certainty
that you cannot function properly without the drug. -DO I HAVE TO REPEAT IT? Delivering portions of

what is known to a person as the effect of cocaine to targets who do not use cocaine, enables believers
to become enlivened to act on behalf of -and speak for, GOD.
CONNECTIONS
There is cause to align the coordination of global heroin trade operations, for the purposes of
fueling this function of WIST, to British Royalty. There is cause to align the same orchestrations of the
global cocaine trade for the same purposes to Germanic (“Bavarian”) Royalty and the Vatican. The
overall paradigm suggests the Vatican meters broad measures of attack and control, with what the
functions of WIST can deliver to a any target, using the structured hierarchy of sentient
conceptualizations to fuel the -never to be commonly known- “operations” associated to the Vatican.

(10) WHY: TINITUS, CHAKRAS & EUGENICS
Covered in the preceding, the earth is one physically built planet among planets in an untold
number of built solar systems, made in its total constituency of matter from/of “superstrings”.
Superstrings are manufactured from the sun, and from every star hosting a built solar system.
“The RA Dynasty” is a name befitting the macroscopic view of this class of existence control.
These threads apply a model of physics describing the unified field in terms of how its manipulation has
accomplished for the knowers of the science and the beneficiaries of its advances, positions likened to
Godly status, that are completely dependent on the entailed physics model. Physics has one law and it
has been exclusively exploited to meet evil ends, in accounting for sentience and the intent of sentience
as fundamental aspects of the unified field, physics has been applied to manipulate consciously aware
sentience into existence and orchestrate its intent to meet the overarching goal of a Cosmic-scale
operation: To spread unencumbered throughout the universe.
Each solar system is a local “closed system” operation, with secreted protocols used to allow for
strategic links between different points in different solar systems. The entire heliosphere of the solar
system is linked in total field resonance to target solar systems, and any built solar system of this type is
resonant to one another in the local physical make-up of each. (Arrangements of fixed resonant
variances making the matter on either end between any two points used in travel are identical; it’s all
built by the same overarching system.) Within the relatively macroscale entanglements there are
specific passageways, built by manipulating properties of a physics completely fabricated into what will
demonstrate the goal and keep key understandings of the unified field secret. (It is only known as it is
allowed to be known.) From this scope it seems unnecessary to say, but all education was started by
Kings and/or Religions.
OVERVIEW
RA Dynasty manufactures moons in the inner rings of galaxies, and central galaxy coordinating
platforms where a sufficient number of built solar systems have been made, are entangled to
conditioned regions of each impacted galactic mass. Their presence fashions a preponderance of

electromagnetism into flattened fields, the nature of the total constituency of each field is dependent
on the entangled galactic-scale organizing platform. These fields are projected to ground functions of
Weaponized Interdimensional Space-Time (WIST) for galactic scale coordination of weapons systems.
Local to this solar system, as every other, are means to deliver attacks to an individual target. As
whole solar systems are connected through a gradient of arranged resonant field dynamics, each person
is connected through resonant field dynamics to several primary enabling functions of WIST. Imagine
the “Aura” as the “Cocoon of Stings” described by Castaneda in his “Teachings of Don Juan” series, read
it physically as an “Superstring-based Individuated Regulator” (SIR), which forms the total field ground
for the resonance of an empty cocoon-shaped metal chamber, and anything resonant to the empty
metal chamber can be vectored to impact any target through the SIR, are through the open metal
whole-field entanglement connector (WEC). -The “aura” as named captures potentially any and all levels
of what “SIR and the WEC” vector to a person, and a class of moons hosts physical structures optimizing
the dynamic to exert control.
PRELIMINARY
The Nazi party is centered in its power structure to a so-called spiritual ideal, of the ideologies
framing their worldview is eugenics- that “optimal”, superior beings result from managed breeding.
Tinnitus is a medical condition where the patient hears a ringing in their ears constantly, all of
locally, individuated consciously aware sentience is constructed to “interface” organically with
manipulations of WIST, and the sustained ringing at pitches similar to microphone feedback has never
been traced to a verified source.
CHAKRAS
Of New Age elements, Chakras are thought to be fundamental, formative aspects of one’s being.
Orbs of energy that can come to swirl, their motions and “functions” are registered physically,
emotionally, mentally, and chakras have been reported to cause feelings of elation, so-called moments
of enlightenment, and other intense “transcendental” experiences.
Inside a moon that looks like a rock and sediment covered, slightly deflated hexagram-patch
soccer ball, picture a vertical, arching metal spine with seven glowing orbs (contained electromagnetic
fields of different colors), each serves as a resonant-field throughway to the target. Adherents to Chakra
mythology are encouraged to intend their chakras into alignment and, in arranging ones “inner being” to
optimize the coordinated function of chakras, among other things, every gland of the endocrine system
is said to be supplied an appropriate amount of “governing energies”.
Controlling the adrenals and the sexual glands (all parts of the endocrine system) will stimulate
arousal and a drive to copulate; chakras, in one of their functions, provide a “breeding match” program
to a sufficient number of the planet’s population. The goal is best framed in terms of designating caste
system tiers to sentient awareness, each made to be associated to proscribed roles, that is meant to
become apparent over time as an organic development. Individually levelled:

Thymus function is commonly triggered on behalf of a loved one, even though the
immunological response of the thymus can only aid its own body; the Chakra management system is
used to structure love. Adrenal and pancreatic manipulation is associated to lethargy and anger; the
Chakra system is used to create and manage conflict.
TINNITUS
Inside a platform in Neptune’s upper atmosphere is a room with a central pole, a large metal
stylized eagle (its wings straight out to either side), is in front of it, -such that if the top end of the pole
visible above the eagle were a man’s head, the eagle would be his chest. A short bar shaped like a letter
“C” laying on its side, is affixed perpendicular to the central pole at where the top of the neck of a man
would be, so that each end of the arch is parallel to each other and slightly in front of the pole. From the
ends of each metal “C” shape an intermittent red laser is emitted, its beam closes the “C” shape.
Identical C-shaped structures line the walls of a spherical chamber housing the central pole and
through each of them the red laser flashes, closing and opening different gaps. This is one structure that
is a source for the ringing heard as tinnitus. The central pole is aligned to the spine. The ringing is played
across a surface entangled to the area of grey matter forming the back wall of the white matter region
in the brain; the area of grey matter closest to the rear and lower extremities of white matter. This
beam arranges thought content into a structured and collated artificial unconscious that can be made a
supervening influence to a target psyche.
There are at least three like beams to every person, each arranged along the same region of
neurological tissue, sourced at different positions of WIST for every person on Earth, up to 9 billion.
Together they orchestrate an artificially structured collective subconscious and conscious awareness for
each subject and the three beams are used to triangulate targets for certain attack methods.

(11) FACTS OF WAR: THE AFTERLIFE AND HOLOGRAMS
In total presentation the preceding -on some foundational functions and the goals of WIST
(Weaponized Interdimensional Space-Time), provides every component necessary for comprehension
and direct, traumatic in the global view facts of existence are made clear.
OVERVIEW (PHYSICS DEALS IN UNIVERSALS)
Sentiment and “flights of intellect” cloud an objective view, and the objective view of all
existence is: Sentience is ending evil. The process is perpetual, and fundamental measures and means
marking progress are founded in full knowledge of the unified field. Sentience is a part of the field. It is
consciousness of the overall substance making up physical reality, concentrated exclusively upon itself;
other components of existence (space and time) concentrate, - subject to the plenum of
electromagnetism progressing - into matter, and sentience is allotted to matter.

Upon sufficient concentration of physicality and sentience, an individuated being is able to act
out its intent. This development requires each action taker have its own “inwardly known” view, and
these views justify actions. Because the individual view is universal to sentience acting out personal
intent, one consciously aware sentient being knowing it has been acted against either directly or
indirectly, defines right and wrong as a universal, so in the daily view: Reality is the war against evil.
Members of the existence-ruling construct are direct beneficiaries of WIST, which builds solar
systems and arranges “matter-sentience allotments” to direct mass productions of intent that are used
to build new solar systems. -And to provide the same unseen measures of control to each newly, forcibly
structured region of “total existence”, as the populations of each planet require more stringent
containment measures. This solar system was once one large rainforest covered planet, and though it
sounds beautiful, it was the preliminary toll WIST exacted on this region of the universe.
PRELIMINARY
Entailed with a ruling structure like the concept, “RA Dynasty” each built solar system orbits a
star whose physical nature is now the aftereffect of WIST- in esoteric (space-time) “Ra worship” lore, all
the stars (of built solar systems) are the one being of the God Ra. Nothing in the facts of the unified field
grounds an idea that “sentience ends”, in a built solar system on the single planetary center of sentient
population, esoteric orders and cults perform rituals to feed WIST -a compendium of unseen/unknown
technologies- what it needs to cause death.
Conceptually, we exist “as known” on a world as we know it, and our every act expresses a
degree of intent, be it unconscious, subconscious or conscious. WIST collectivizes, as baseline function,
the total neurological processing of awareness in apportioned facsimiles of a “collective unconscious;
collective subconscious, and collective conscious awareness”. The system delivers its control methods as
the fabric of reality, in this case all “facsimile collectives” run through the brain parallel to any organic,
natural thoughts or feelings at all times.
In the popular modern case people exist “as known”, to include digital identities. A full “Spiritual
misdirection”; all-consuming interfaces with mechanically-linked virtual realms and real areas of space,
is, at its end, provided to the sentient being by WIST. When physicists’ “findings” match the popular
narrative “reality is a hologram”, the physics represented does not account for subatomic gravity,
sentience, or its intent. Physicists are therefore not prepared to consider what preexisting influences
have done with full knowledge of the unified field.
THE AFTERLIFE
WIST collects as many experiences and actions from every person as it can, and through
processes described in the preceding, an identity to the sentience of a person collected upon death is
added to a complete, physically represented record of a life lived as a person. Any 21 gram allotment of
sentience taken from a person is sufficient to anchor a disembodied identity, and allotments of
sentience are taken from the body regularly. Death can be said to be what one 21 gram amount of you
experiences at one time, after sentience becomes unbound from the physical matter of its form, and for

most it is little more. To these segments of lived awareness the afterlife is a hologram, and each “dead
person” is taught:
The hologram is the new earth and “what the new earth for all those living on the old earth will
be like”. And, “When you’re alive again (while you’re alive each “next time”) everyone there (here) will
be going to the new earth”.
With a proportion of the planet’s living population coming to believe reality is a hologram, a
“conceptual super-position” is built in terms of how two masses of (individuated) sentient awareness
regard the foundations of existence. “Position” 1: The real world is a hologram. (Living), and “Position”
2: The hologram is “our” new planet. (Dead; “Between Lives,”) as the hologram becomes real at death,
the world becomes real at birth, -for a segment of “recorded to be relived” awareness, forcibly placed
into “the field” of a new life, whose physicality is the genetic expression of its parents.
With calculated direction of total sentient awareness, all intent collectivized by WIST under
induced, world-defining views is applied to enable large-scale travel from a planet nearing a triggered
Ice Age to a newly built “Super-Earth”. Only the top of the ruling construct, and those made immortal
over millennia between Ice-Ages leave, to arrive as Gods to a newly created mankind (possessing our
original genome). Accomplishing the mass-scale physical relocation requires broad sections of known
intent justified by broad sections of known life applied toward a single, secreted goal; the physical and
“known” reality: The fundamental purpose for life throughout all existence controlled by the “RA”
dynasty is to expand the closed-system universe.

AS WITH ALL OF LIFE, A SEGMENT BETWEEN SECTIONS
Revisiting “knowledge”, and how a singular view is more comprehensively presented when
expression is not the province of direct language, because “its statement” is removed from the
boundaries of succinct definitions. A devoted private, creative impulse can train into ourselves how to
best capture what is known of the world, imparting a fuller view fully realized in artistic display -built in
the shortfall between explicit definition and how each person measures a created work for impact.
“It is a too small world that imagines its solution through abstract deductions.”
William Carlos Williams, 1883-1963, said it in The Embodiment of Knowledge (1974), and
nothing has changed. The world’s ruling cohering principles revolve around a process, (exemplified):
1. Label the issue; give it a theme. (Climate Change)
2. Abstract from how the issue is defined without ensuring conceptualizations framing the
abstraction account for the full scope of the problem. (Fiscal interests hold the inertia of a supply-side
market practice; investment for infrastructure first gathered around fossil fuels and -for a long time
now- capital is sluggish at best to support alternative fuel industries.)
3. Deduce from the abstraction of an incomplete model a course of action. (Carbon tax -as the
outcry of the misinformed and bought; the science for alternative fuels/energy was always there, the
money never was, so the contrived model of “a perpetual funding chase” -eschewing how science is
reported- is market derived; designed to augment the economic landscape without shifting capital
inertia.)
From this, present a whole:

SECTION 2. SKULL AND BONES (12)
Taken with the preceding, summing up the “local” arena of this system, starting from the
“Superstring-based Individuated Regulator” (SIR):
The surrounding of the egg-like cocoon of plasma-like intensely burning strings is a ground and a
sky “made of” the same strings. -The “cocoon…” is formed through resonant field entanglement to a
metal three dimensional oval shape; a more evenly proportioned “egg”, the physical object is part of a
fixture in the rings of Saturn. It aligns the individual field to its target using a network of technologies
scattered throughout the moons and structures of Jupiter. All platforms of weaponized interdimensional
space-time use the “string-level” of reality as a fundamental ground for vectoring resonant field
conveyance. (That becomes obvious once the model “sinks in”.)
The base material of every solar system this enemy has built is fundamentally identical
(superstrings made from a star); every like solar system is connected through a total resonant field
dynamic. Void realms are electromagnetically structured out of dynamics local to the star, to exist apart
from the heliosphere, overlaying physical reality and are inhabited by any nature of agents. These
realms are often made resonant throughways to like realms local to other solar systems.
Several groups have rituals and practices designed to deliver the impact of weaponized
interdimensional space time (WIST) to the population. Skull and Bones, a “Fraternal Order” at Yale
University, has access to certain classes of the overall weapons array, using what this access allows them
in special circumstances is considered sorcery-like power because at the beginning they only see the
impacts of an unknown system operating through reality. Because the conceptualization of sentience is
fundamental to its use of intent, there is a time when all functions of the advanced invisible mechanics
are taught as the acts of a “god” or “gods”. Hearing voices booming above you in darkness in a
ceremonial room; “talking to and serving demons and angels” -all of it is accomplished by genuinely
unaccounted for sources because they result from manipulations of an unknown physics.
Skull and Bones is known for several applications of this physics, central to them is growing
human bone. The material contains all the elements and components of human bone, in some uses it
even has blood-producing marrow, and it most commonly is grown into a five-inch high, horizontal
lattice work of “cubbyholes”. The structure’s interior “walls” grow within an outer circular wall. The
outer wall is the circumference of the superstring-based individuated regulator (SIR) at a person’s waist.
The S.I.R is vectors the bone shelf around the waist with vertical cubbyholes to specifically
targeted hipbone regions of the skeleton. This type of control method is universal; picture a marching
band drummer’s drum set around the front of the waist, and extend it around the back to meet the
other side of the drum set- instead of drums this fixture is made of bone and the bones define several
different empty openings.
Creatures are grown in the network of this system as “beings” of matter assigned sentience
exclusively expressing negative intent. Specific creatures grown as bodies with only two limbs (if any at
all) and a head, terminating at the end of where its “body” becomes a wide tail, are made to inhabit the

cubbyholes of the waist-entangled fixture. The grown, manufactured beings take up residence by
anchoring their tail through a hole as their physicality grows, being fed by what energy they can steal
and or elicit from their victim, locking their base into “indirect physical resonance” with the target as the
physical bottom of their bodies grows into and around its bone cubbyhole.
At command of this and many other features of the weapons array -at the disposal of Skull and
Bones, are large metal head-looking inhabited structures, each with a large seat at its middle. These
structures are elsewhere, -anywhere throughout the linked network of their support platforms, and they
are what the word “Skull” means in the name. In each is a command station, from where a variety of
attacks and control measures can be directed.
The dynamic the waist level structure introduces is strategically manipulated to give a person
powers. For example, a golden curved rod following the same arch as the outer bone structure has
affixed to it a mechanical golden “snake”, whose robotic head has a large, lateral golden triangle atop it,
narrowing to its face, with two slits of red mechanical eyes on either side of it. Its tail attaches to the
curved golden rod at the waist of the “Satanic Sorcerer” (through indirect physical resonance). The
machine-snake is a type of control interface, it goes unseen by most, even most of its users; accessing its
functions is considered having been gifted a power from Moloch, or any dark God.
When it comes to the Earthly, general view of things, all members at these levels of secret
societies and evil traditions are drawing upon one system, it’s just allotted to them differently and each
group has different rituals, associations, and routines required to access “their” powers. Skull and Bones
technology- developed from science made only available to them also created a class of “TOR”
submarine. Submarines are usually surrounded by water. Water constitutes a specific field in terms of
physical resonance and other built solar systems have the same water in their oceans. TOR submarines
are designed to travel from the ocean in one region of the planet to another region across the globe
instantaneously, and they travel just as fast ocean to ocean as they do from one Earth to the next.
Skull and Bones’ network of operational support platforms is centered in dark matter galaxies.
Stations, planetoids, and moons there establish resonant field equivalences to stations on the interior of
Mars. One function of the Mars station is an electromagnetic generator “set” to define a particular
subset of sentient conscious awareness, creating an artificial collective consciousness shared by the
political, corporate and royal rulers of the world. Portions of a base that exists as a structure physically
accessible on Mars also exists as matter entangled to a source platform in a dark matter galaxy, and
materials or people are regularly, instantaneously transferred light years to a structure in Mars. Through
entanglement grounded to this application of superstrings, an individual attack can be delivered, not
just to Earth but to a specific target (any person on Earth), and it can “come from” another galaxy.
Membership in world ruling orders entails participation in evil rituals and actions, and in terms
of their physics what matters is the experience of torture and suffering, whether it is acute (rape;
murder) or protracted over lifespans (disease, disorders, and a “natural” death). Willingness to do the
worst is the surest way to the top, securing ways for members to commit these acts without their
participation becoming known is a central reason for the system of control.

At the top of the hierarchy are cannibals that primarily eat children. A city on Mars is populated
by people dedicated to eating live flesh. The older the family the higher their rank, -in these circles
higher rank means regular interface with entangled platforms, and some members use “out of phase”
mechanical enhancements regularly. Initiation rites and ceremonies are said to grant a member the
second sight they will require to interface with WIST, but the processes are all explained by the knowing
command of things assigned to them in each member’s Superstring-based Individuated Regulator (SIR).
PERCEVED THREATS OF NUCLEAR POWERS (and other Energy Models)
Evaluating atomic weapons detonations and the globally amassed, regional reliance on Nuclear
Power, the protocols required for both applications rely on manipulations of properties created in
utilized elements, in order for the field-level results to generate immense output.
Passages from the work “Preface - Unifying Physics”:
…physics of one Law of Propagation and Collapse, where matter and sentience are eventual
results of the law demonstrated in the field’s physical constituents. The consciousness aspect(s)
of the field “concentrates” -this well describes the process- into sentience allotted to some
amount of matter, concentrating into physicality from the same field.
Gravity, observed as a macroscopic force is explained, in terms of the Law of Propagation and
Collapse, as the total aftermath of the same force binding each atom and molecule together
yielded through and displaying an effect upon large scale objects. The “𝑚” in Einstein’s
𝐸 = 𝑚𝑐 2 , where it represents mass, is redefined to mean “matter”, addressing that gravity does
not qualify “mass” apart from “matter”; gravity is a differentiation in electromagnetism.
“𝑐 2 ”, considered the square of the speed of light in Einstein’s relativity, represents “sentience”:
The consciousness of the field “arranged” subject to the Law of Propagation and Collapse.
-Pages 4 through 8, where the Law of Propagation and Collapse is derived are required reading,
though the above will suffice.
Levelling an impact so intrinsic to a level of reality atoms are split and gradually compromised
demands informed evaluation, and in the current scientific and world climate, as claims have made
apparent, money interests augmenting the reportage of science abound. Without dithering time
searching for information the world’s current governing structure may make available to these types of
inquiries, direct assertions are laid, and as they rely on the recognition of a model of physics not publicly
known, no debating this content is tenable without recognizing the referenced essay and its stipulation:
It is impossible to refute an argument without addressing the content of the argument.
A Cold War Past-time:
U.S. and Soviet Naval exercises in the remote pacific involved little more than launching
successive nuclear payloads into the upper atmosphere, creating temporary daylight for the nighttime

ritual, when the two countries would record how long each side could make its “day” last, and it was
accepted as nation to nation brinksmanship.
-Where the fabric of existence -more helpful than the term “reality”- was brought to its focal
undoing repeatedly, for a world that does not know the complete definition of the Unified field; not to
mention matter; not to mention gravity, with the thought of having sentience accounted for in its aspect
scoffed at if even considered, and where nuclear power is considered “cleaner” energy: In every nuclear
power plant on Earth the same impact - the fabric of existence being “undone” - is delivered gradually,
more mildly and continually over protracted periods of time. Speaking to its application:
The total-field impact not so much decimates incredibly small pieces of the material of local
existence (matter), as it creates, through the total processes combined, a sub-material field made
available for the targeted use of knowing parties. Submitting that of these parties is Skull and Bones, the
society started at Yale University, where the science at work is never thought of as “necessary to know”
by its members, who worship apparent feats secretly provided them by applied physics and engineering.
Implicating among others, the Carlyle group, whose body of fund-invested entities are fixtures in the
Military Industrial Complex, and Bush I, Vice President, with his long history of direct and indirect
involvement with both the Carlyle Group and Skull and Bones, acting on behalf of a class of people who,
as stipulated in the indictment, revel in and worship their ability to cause death.
In its widest scope, considering:
1. A region of the planet, -that is the unified field in concentrate, though subjected to
“concentrating factors”, has been fabricated into a “substrate” field.
2. The notion of resonant field dynamics, where whole fields within existence can be made
corollary to each-other in their physical arrangement, at the level of their physical make-up.
-Field-induced, macroscopic, quantum entanglement.
Steven Greer, a leader in the field of professional UFO query, once explained in his press
conferences the “aliens” use “resonant field dynamics” for travel, and he writes articles on the “promise
of zero-point”. He has often publicly claimed the UFO’s supposed motives “must be positive” because of
their advanced science and knowledge.
OTHER ENERGY MODELS
The prospect of zero-point, a field with no detectable resonance, where energy is endlessly
supplied by structuring its resonance, holds no concrete promise without proof the field itself is not
generated by an agent manipulating total existence. The question, “Where does the energy come
from?” is too easily answered, “-From controlled field-to-field friction.” and unless measures rooted in
physics can be taken to disprove the assertion, an alternative is preferred because:
What use might the “friction” itself serve?
-Engineering a method to clamp down on an appropriately stabilized “Time Crystal”, or piece of
“Non-Equilibrium Matter” to provide endless energy, is a sound strategy, new of their manufacture was
published as a recent scientific breakthrough and it is likely groups have been covertly using this as an
energy source for a long time. From, “Scientists unveil a new form of matter: time crystals” by Robert
Sanders January 26, 2017, at Berkley News: https://news.berkeley.edu/2017/01/26/scientists-unveilnew-form-of-matter-time-crystals/:

The time crystal created by Chris Monroe and his colleagues at the University of Maryland
employs a conga line of 10 ytterbium ions whose electron spins interact, similar to the qubit
systems being tested as quantum computers. To keep the ions out of equilibrium, the
researchers alternately hit them with one laser to create an effective magnetic field and a
second laser to partially flip the spins of the atoms, repeating the sequence many times.
Because the spins interacted, the atoms settled into a stable, repetitive pattern of spin flipping
that defines a crystal.
Several independently carried out experiments have proven successful at different schools,
some have accomplished it with slight variations in method, and no funding for research into its use as a
source of continual power has been announced.

(13) “GOD”, ASTRAL AND PHILOSOPHICAL
Conceptualizations of sentience as a “complete condition of all existence” are treated
haphazardly, and when they are arranged into relatable terms, -given a context to define universal
truths, how words and proposed actions are conveyed is far removed from genuine individual gain.
Despite the requirement of consuming discipline and practice, many have become enamored of illusory
realms, and their awareness is scattered throughout WIST (Weaponized Inter-dimensional Space-Time).
OVERVIEW
Electromagnetism defined using the analogy of an ocean: Aspects of the field move in ways
approximating the same types and rates of motion relative to one another, with differentials between
disparate and shared tendencies, like water molecules excited to move faster at the top of the ocean
and slower at the bottom. Matter formulates under the pressure of forces and the variances between
aspects of the field as they behave independently of each other. Near the top of the ocean are faster
moving molecules, with slower moving pockets of molecules interrupting and faster moving molecules
descending. In between are warm and lukewarm molecules, and as a field these pockets can be termed
“aspects resonant to one another”. Varying pockets are resonant to one another without total uniform
resonance, creating a quantum field level, three dimensional (or four dimensional, time is the ‘fourth
dimension’) and subatomic, friction. -From the “Preface”
-Sentience concentrates of the field along the same protocol though in built solar systems, the
physical arrangement is forced, and the minority “knowing portion” of sentient awareness, embodied by
“rulers”, has enforced its rule over the process since its inception. The minority of total sentient
awareness cannot condition the whole of existence to their end without mechanical assistance because
the physicality of the whole universe is the continually realized demonstration of “electromagnetism”
being concentrated into matter, some of which includes sentience, or has sentience “allotted” to it. The
preponderance of intent, sourced in general awareness, impacting the field as sentient action, knows
evil is unwanted and without direct manipulation, all of existence is good (generally positive, as bound
by total “field intent”.)

PRELIMINARY
Resonant Field Dynamics create passageways through far reaches of existence using
entanglement. Networks of macro-scale objects serve as processing centers for disembodied sentience
and its intent -within these networks are planets (gas giants) and moons-, the hierarchy of rule scales to
levels of mechanically orchestrated inter-galaxy governance. The basic principles of their rule:
Gathering their individual awareness and actions to strategically associate their beings to the toll
visited upon their victims, as a compounded presence. Their presences loom “over” a projected and
directed, governed sentient awareness, and the dynamic establishes “organic to the field” whole-field
resonances, placing the intent of locally experienced actions into “trans-dimensional collection bins”.
ASTRAL UFOs
Isosceles Triangle crafts that fly flat and silent, larger than a football field, are adrift in static
gravity wells, each vessels “g-well” is formed by a globe-shaped megastructure the ships are directly
resonant to, and they move in massive “shells” of invisible, spherical planes, each larger than the next,
“encasing” the Earth.
NOTE: The entire construct is entangled as a “sub-physical” superposition, where delivery of key
function travels through enough resonant field construct to deliver a physical impact “intradimensionally”, from sources potentially fifty galaxies away (example; any of it can be anywhere).
Astral craft float relative to Earth at set intervals of the atmosphere, and the first position above
Earth is a few hundred feet in the air. All craft drift between layered “home positions”, if you picture the
ships from above, their home formations are 8-slice pizzas with gaps between each piece. Every few
thousand feet, another “shell” is travelled by the Flat Isosceles Triangle Crafts and home positions are
arranged in massive invisible columns stacked atop each other relative to their home shells. A ringing at
a pitch heard to the Tinnitus sufferer runs along the back edge of the ships, it is part of a projected
electromagnetic resonance that holds the craft to their home formation. Key Interior structures and
functions:
Inside the floors running the length down the center are two parallel gold walls, each about five
inches high, the walls have bumps and indentations, it is presumably a language. The medium of the
gold fixture is charged with electromagnetism of sufficient strength to create a single atom-layer field of
gold, at a resonance capable of entangling the central fissure of the human brain. Two globe-shaped
fixtures with indentations where the rear of a human’s head and neck would fit are on opposite sides of
the ship’s back wall, and two metal nipple-like protrusions are on opposite sides of the neck portions,
red beams shoot intermittently across the gaps. The head fixtures are used for all sentient awareness
entangled; the right is for males, -the one on the left for females.
A UNIVERSAL INVITE TO THE SUBPHYSICAL HOLOGRAM
What is known as the astral plane is experienced by sentient awareness through what the
Isosceles Craft projects, enabling the entangled awareness to make a holographic double. Possible

whole field resonant connections the projected, “partially” holographic sentient awareness can
experience and discover are widely varied. Shells travelled by the ships are known to “Astral traveling
awareness(s)” as levels of the astral plane. (Chakras; meridians, and any number of “energy
center/growth systems” are sourced at physical structures and with resonant field throughway
dynamics, different classes of support systems are interconnected, -all using interior fixtures of WIST.)
Projecting the realms of the Astral system and arranging how sentience is made to interact with
what of them they are allowed to access, creates a “domain” whose province allocates the intent of
mass sentient awareness, and diagnoses what tendencies are best suggested to which targets.
IN CONCEPTS THERE ARE TRAPS
No matter the codified, collected dogma, -no matter its true lineage and ancient proofs, what
the adherent registers of how the content is disseminated (along with how it registers in an artificially
collectivized sentient awareness) is routed, neurologically, to determine the target’s behavior once any
vestige of WIST is accepted to be valid means to “know” expanded awareness and existence. Your
physical being is your only foundation, on a physical planet, all of which is comprised of matter.

(14) WHY MEIRDIANS, AUTISM & ESP
People in charge of applying the physics of the unified field to afford people what appears to be
god-like powers, strengthening as members advance through the ranks of any esoteric order designed
to secretly lead, and only the “most qualified” achieve the highest authority and ability.
Consciously aware beings in “gross-matter” (built) solar systems/environments have their
sentience concentrated upon itself from the consciousness latent in the field as a whole, and it is
allotted to exist as the material matter of their body, mainly but not exclusively in the fine filaments of
axons and neurons in the brain and nervous system. Part of the concentrating process involves
“individuation”, -a basic identification to an individual view; each individuated being sees the
world/experiences reality for themselves, acting in the world known to themselves as a cause of
external events, in control of their full personal presentation. In built solar systems do this only as a
source of sentient intent and experience used by WIST).
Because of the rule secured and provided by WIST, hierarchies necessary to be traversed in
order to ascend to legitimate worldly power are impassible without each member willfully participating
in evil. Over years members realize the benefits of WIST, the processes taught as required (physical
movements; hand gestures, “loaded phrases” passed in normal conversation, etc.) in truth bring forth
the active nodes of more and more intricately dependent networks of security measures, in place to
enable membership to act on what they consider “man’s truest instincts”.
Everything to all sentience in a built existence is known as nothing more than what aware beings
are told about how things are, experience proves the narrative, rarely conflicting with what is

considered normal, and people are kept continually susceptible to deception and “useful” misdirection,
becoming assuaged into convictions that everything “will work out”, which becomes:
“Let the ones in charge handle it”.
-It is commonly seen, widely unacknowledged, it is a fact of most people’s lives, and not because
anyone wants to live the cognitive act of “assuming”, then hoping elected officials are decent people;
life in general is consuming in its own way to everyone. This alone provides the order of control its
means to perpetual domination, it just has to have its member’s actual acts concealed, -members are
more easily controlled when “outer” known paradigms exist to deliver the control; origin stories and
narratives for entire sects, or whole classes of an order are fabricated and treated as justifications for
blackmail, extortion, and assassination. The more of the membership WIST relies upon who have no
suspicion anything like advanced physics is at work behind the scenes, the more easily controlled and
exclusive the membership becomes.
OVERVIEW
Having covered the nature of this control, dealing now with particular methodologies, -not how
each is “commonly known”, but rather what purpose each system/condition truly serves.
Internal martial arts is the practice of individual will directing the flow of energy in the physical
body, both Chinese medicine and Internal martial arts task themselves with procuring appropriate flow
of energy throughout the meridian system. ESP, extra-sensory “potential” (processes); psychic powers,
and even telepathy are, using the mechanics of the meridian system, completely arranged from scratch,
which means any level of “amazing spiritual feats and incredible psychic or physical abilities” are entirely
controlled, prone to falsehood, attempts to convey what a network of attack and control tactics are
forcing through an “adept”.
A continual account of what sentience lives as the field organically progresses, “works through”
a fabricated existence, so that progress is demonstrated in how WIST assigns a distribution of behaviors,
conditions and abilities to the entire population.
PREMLIMINARY
The more sentient awareness occupies of a shared, constructed field, the more any individual
among that awareness can potentially discover about their actual existence. In these terms, sentience is
a universal of all existence (it is included in the Unified field), as is its intent. In a field mutually
experienced by increasing numbers of sentient beings, -whose existence in the first place is arranged
and allotted its place- a “transitive property” of knowledge based on observation develops. It is like the
“100 monkey theory” for people, -it is unavoidable, though it is sufficiently managed by WIST.
People are a higher degree of sentience concentrated, specifically enabled to act out intent to
override instinct with greater proficiency, and what we would call ESP is sourced from a communal
unconscious acknowledgment of man’s potential realized, usually from a mechanically collectivized

parallel unconscious. (Think about ancient civilizations and their purported abilities; add Extinction Level
Events triggered at regular intervals, and the fact that WIST manages how these abilities are available.)
MERIDIANS
Meridians are extra-physical to the body, and when used as taught they function as a literal
supervening “nervous system-like network” enabling circulation of energies taught as necessary to
wellbeing and health. Meridians encompass the entire physical form and, citing the preceding, a section
in a moon has hanging collections of thick gold conduits, through the conduits white light flows, -it is the
same weakening white light as the “Source, or God” in the New Age. By compounding the same
properties of WIST covered in the Chakra section, in “internal martial and treatment arts”, meridians
shift the actual power derived through practice and treatment to its own channels.
For control, a gold plate shaped like half of a yin-yang symbol is brought enough into phase with
the practitioner’s head that it laterally “bisects” the top quarters of grey matter of the right hemisphere
while remaining “trans-dimensional”; it uses resonant field dynamics. Locally, the plate functions
something like a CPU for meridians, and “attaining” to live by its influence is taught as spiritual growth.
AUTISM
Autistics were seen as divine in the past. They were used then and are used perpetually by the
overarching method of control to “offset” developing, organic extra sensory abilities in a way that they
will not be noticed by the world at large, using a methodology that somewhat reroutes certain
“physically lived field dynamics” through the general population. Certain conditions of autism are the
results of a section of the population being used for this purpose. A secured telepathy is routed
throughout the heads of autistics, making the experience of Autism incredibly frustrating. Many autistics
have extreme sensory and tactile awareness response, and these overwhelm their ability to codify the
world in the same way as the rest of the population.
As a mechanically appropriated power, this order and rank-specific type of telepathy must be
routed through of the moment sentient awareness, so the structured collective subconscious of autistics
is often used. Because the “field registry” of the abilities’ enabling dynamics is sensed as spread out
globally, powers granted using this displacement of required processing are likely to be classed as
genuinely spiritual or demonic, increasing the amount of power thought actualized by the “magic feat”.

(15) FACTS OF WAR: MIND CONTROL - SOCIAL, MECHANICAL, & TOTAL
The nature of any cosmogony is that its meanings, significances, and understandings are
referenced to a reality-defining paradigm, and though the contents of the preceding are all built on an
explained, valid and impossible to invalidate model of physics, the total view presented is its own
“cosmogony”. For this reason, how these materials interconnect to found the overall view and its
meaning is prone to be dismissed as “ontological hyperbole”, no matter what discovery these contents
convey once properly related to each other. It is natural to the subjective experience.

Keeping with this mode inquiry, a fundamental “need to know” is how each individual’s personal
view is structured, and because the cosmogony includes massive manipulations of the properties of the
unified field, completed by the minority of total sentience to benefit only those deemed “worthy”,
complete sentient being control is assumed.
OVERVIEW
The impact of building a solar system structures the entire heliosphere, which envelops the
whole solar system, creating a closed system mechanics of the “known universe”, only defined by what
the sentient awareness local to each “known universe” was made to know. To begin to understand how
any of this happens is to accept that the intent of sentience can coordinate such a production because
the intent of sentience is accounted for in the knowledge of the unified field. This closed-system use of
physics defines sentient action, (every sentient action demonstrates intent) but it doesn’t define the
actions of sentient beings as “right/good” or “bad/evil”.
PRELIMINARY
What can be accomplished wielding the full potency of the unified field is “unfathomable”; we
are consciously aware sentient beings who possess intent, -we do the “fathoming” part. Not all
sentience has to look like us, and that can’t matter. Our response is based in a united and silent intent
focused into the will to end evil. Knowledge of how the enemy attained its position(s), and information
on how their control (WIST) functions, is only valuable as a frame to direct the total “inward” response
of all sentient awareness.
MECHANICAL “UNIVERSAL” MIND CONTROL
Covered in the preceding, the ringing heard in a human’s ears occasionally, called Tinnitus if
heard continuously, is a perpetual method of thought structuring, and the technical mechanics of the
support-platform behind it are the functions of remote, entangled structures designed to impact the
brain. As a fundamental measure of control for a built solar system, three short red laser beams carry
the signal of tinnitus, each structuring an artificial level of awareness running parallel to organic
neurological processing (unconscious; subconscious and conscious).
To build a “false and impending” unconscious made to influence total behavior, thought and
feeling, controlling how memories are stored and how the view of them shifts over time is useful.
Everyone is physically (literally) unconscious of their past; they are conscious of their present. Constant
unheard recounts of events that justify our outlooks are supplied to the organic unconscious process
and at the same time, artificial levels of awareness begin to inundate people as they start preschool, so
all actions, justifications, and their situational conditions arrange what neurological pathways form
around. How thoughts become possible, probable or unlikely (the process of considering what choices
to make and actions to take), is all construed through organic processing and the impact of the ringing.
A psychological paradigm: At the ground, base level of the psyche there are contents that must
be known to the conscious awareness, and the subconscious develops as a mitigating facet of

awareness, presenting individual unconscious content to the conscious mind so it can be used. It is
common that the subconscious present half-representations of unconscious content, shifting into “what
the internal, individualized conscious awareness of a person can take.
Drug addictions and other neuroses can be seen as this internal process presenting content to
the “rear of the conscious awareness” from the deep subconscious in way appearing more appealing
than what the conscious mind is actually doing and experiencing, which can distend to violent, life
defeating delusions.
SOCIAL, “INDIVIDUAL” MIND CONTROL - AN INTELLIGENCE STUCK IN HIGH SCHOOL
Strategically applied impacts levelled by above listed remote neurological processing controls
result in two main tendencies of character becoming more apparent in society:
1. An autonomic, thought-based recourse to somehow miss the social intelligence required to
accomplish anything substantial.
2. An individual, secret certainty that we have advanced, “this will solve it”-type thoughts.
The first measure is delivered by an individually (and universally) imposed subconscious,
structured largely out of high-school thoughts removed from their overall context while maintaining
how the thoughts expressed private insecurities, and how high-school (within the period of neurological
development from 14 to 21) is marked by people and groups you definitely trust or groups with whom
you don’t associate.
The second control is structured to isolate developing intelligence: “Let’s make 4th state matter
our energy source.” Or, “Let’s create an economic system based on the intrinsic value of sentient being;
one independent from commodity-backing. Because how is it that a resource defines worth more
accurately than how a person uses or earns their currency?” And an endless list of other ideas are lost,
never to be enacted, because when it comes to making any idea work the lacking, crucial pieces of social
awareness (how to work together efficiently) is never allowed to develop.

THE METHODOLOGY OF MATTER, SCIENCE AND THE REST
Our enemy is the impediment to promised, known eternity, and knowing service to this end is
our sole responsibility:
A toy box overflows with colors in kindergarten, and children steal peaks away from their
lessons, mapping out imaginary routes to approach their selections, picturing their step to the red four
square ball or the wooden play instruments -fingers twiddling and toes fidgeting in their socks. At the
head of the class their teacher has her back turned and the classroom door is open, the music of an ice
cream truck can be heard in the neighborhood across the street from the school. A sudden certainty
overtakes the six year old audience: Their class is out of time.
The chalkboard is green, black, or white.
…For the world hidden from the teacher’s view:

MATERIALS IN SUPPORT OF COUNT 2.
Out of all reports submitted to a Grand Jury who will rule in support of the Common Cause
Indictment, what comprises the case for the second count (The Federal Reserve) is a preponderance of
information not readily understood. Though it is not as pronounced as “asking a jury who knows nothing
of physics to see our enemy’s crimes”, on a daily basis the information required to convince a Grand Jury
to indict the Federal Reserve is discarded as “too much to think about”. People spend most of their lives
dedicating all of their organic, personal resources to whatever it will take for them to have enough
currency to live, so the lack of mental fortitude is to be expected:
Working 32 hours a week now means full time, and pays do not increase across the board
without having detrimental impacts on the health of the nation’s economy, leaving citizens scrambling
to make current, past and “future” ends meet, struggling to find reprieve from the “rat race”.
-Citizens want to be involved, and the free time they spend listening to, reading, and watching
news is considered “the appropriate level of general involvement”, but fiscal dynamics weighing on
personal outlooks removes from direct attention what must be known; what is just cause for personal
concern, and what actions can be taken. Remedying the lifestyle-dependent disconnect, -only thought
about when people notice “how the economics of everything” seems stacked against them personally,
everything required to indict is herein presented.
THE TRADE WAR DISTRACTION -A case made in 3 points.
Point 1: Global trade is dictated by international treaties.
1. The “recently” developed NAFTA, the North American Free Trade Agreement, signed by Bill
Clinton created framework of trade regulations defining incentives for trade between member states
party to the agreement.
2. The European Union, what was first envisioned on paper in the 1930s by German financiers
planning to install the Deutschemark as Europe’s reserve currency, developed into the EU and its
currency, the Euro. -“In 1941, Walther Funk, Reich Minister for Economic Affairs launched the EEC, the
European Economic Community, to establish a single European currency.” Funk is listed as Director of
BIS 4/1938 - 3/1939 and was a “Nazi Minister” from 1938-1945 -Wikipedia page
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Walther_Funk
3. BRICS, which stands for Brazil, Russia, India, China and South Africa has shaped a new
Financial Sector, currently known as New Development Bank, defined as a “Multilateral Development
Bank established by the BRICS states” whose legal status is listed as “Treaty”. -Duck Duck Go synopsis
box/nbd.int (official site) and Wikipedia.
Point 2: The Central Banking/Reserve system is global.
1. The EEC was established as the Cold War got underway.
2. Cold War trade war practices were the main “formulary” in terms of the global marketplace.

3. In Cold War climates EEC conditions measured in the global economy created an “insular”
valuation of European Currencies (when referenced to one another).
The Cold War ends as Reagan institutionalizes trickle-down economics, then NAFTA is signed,
just as a “new” currency (the Euro) is introduced for the entirely “new country” that is the European
Union, all while the overall backdrop of the global marketplace shifted to terrorism and how it impacts
the oil-based valuations that dominate all fiscal markets:
90s (1.) Bubble burst economy of the strategically over-evaluated internet marketplace builds
the bubble as trust in the US joining NAFTA (Bill Clinton pushed it as US policy until it was) meets early
“positive results”. Bubble (will) burst after internet stocks crash.
-00s (2.) Bubble burst economy of banks overextending into real estate aided by lowered bank
home loan lending requirements, creates the crisis of 2008. Bubble built as speculation on more home
loans being written grew. Unqualified buyers getting loans leads to a nation in default, the bubble burst.
10s (3.) Bubble burst as China establishes BRICS (its role in) and China begins removing more of
the reserve relationship its YUAN has to the DOLLAR. In so doing, this literally meant “more of each US
dollar” has to go to balance GDP trade deficits “than it did yesterday”, and in one balance sheet-based
move, the US debt to China increased.
-20s (3.) Canada, US’ biggest trade partner, is poised to install a brand new infrastructure with
the national legalization of marijuana. (Love it or hate it, it is a boon for every state that legalizes; on a
national scale the boon is for US’ biggest trade partner.
Point 3: A conclusion explained with global market “forensics and analysis”.
1. NAFTA is creating the same “inward evaluation” of American Continent Currencies as the EEC
did in European Markets, which there led to the establishment of the European Union and the Euro.
2. Main Global Market “formulary counterpart” to US is China (and the trade relationship
involves fluctuations in the dollar’s value, because of central/reserve global banking, and debt/reserve
currency valuations, -set by national trade deficits and surpluses.
3. China is a founding member of BRICS, so is Brazil, Russia, India, and South Africa, so it is to be
expected that every nation listed will eventually fluctuate national currency values to offset “by the
books” GDP discrepancies over a protracted time until an economic climate develops that will require
the currency values “preserved” by NAFTA are not lost, an idea to be used to meet these goals:
1. One currency for the Americas (or for an American Union). Trump singed the USMCA (The US
Mexico & Canada Agreement in his early days in office, furthering insular market valuations, where US
steel production strengthens the dollar’s valuation. (China is not a source of steel without tariffs; it is
managing the continent’s economies into further interdependence.)
2. The Euro and developing US Dollar replacement will be the global marketplace “formulary” of
BRICS creating the same scenario for a third region of the planet.
TERMS, MARKERS, CITIZENS, PRODUCTION AND THE FASHION OF LEARNING
Any economic marker addressed in the course of Macroeconomic practice requires explanation
to the laymen, -and many miss that when Fed Rates are changed, professional “Macroeconomists” offer
“their best guess” as to which market-dominant, impacting factors are being responded to in the current
Fed Rate cycle, to repeat:

Macroeconomics, the branch of economics concerned with assessing the facts of the
international economy, knowing all the factors the Federal Reserve “pushes” through its network of
macroeconomic equations before adjusting “Fed Fund rates”, does not -apparently- educate economists
to a sufficient degree, -or “trends of learning” cloud clear sight of the economy. Example:
GDP (Gross Domestic Product), is taught to be a more accurate measure of how “robust” a
nation’s economic positioning is in the world (The global economy is twenty-four hours a day, seven
days a week, and all currency supply is generated by global central banking “consortiums”.) The GNP
(Gross National Product), is taught to be a less accurate indicator. One reason makes enough sense:
“The GNP is impacted by currency exchange rates, the GDP is not.”
-Looking at two factors used to calculate the GNP, “Exports” and “International Citizens”:
A citizen of the US starts a business in China, and he does exceedingly well, with a large
customer base in the US and with this application of math, anything the “China-based US businessman”
sells to a customer in his home country cannot be counted as an “import” -it isn’t a “foreign owned”
business. GNP counts production of all international citizens, and though it is not common that a US
businessman is allowed to become a citizen of China, even after he starts a business there, should he be
allowed to, all production generated by his business will now be calculated as a part of China’s GDP.
Regardless of how hard it is to find wealthy US ex-patriots in China, the model is a global
measure, and the practice of world economics includes hypothetical formularies like “covert imports” in
GNP calculations:
Internationally traded goods counted as domestic product available to potentially become
exports “at any time”.
Naturally there is no marker called covert import in the Global economy, but upon becoming
citizens, every Mexican American has their production counted as part of the US’ GDP. (It is no longer
reporting to “Mexico’s global position as reflected in its GNP”.)
Addressing “trends in learning”, to say “GNP is impacted by exchange rates” is only stating half
the issue, because as a quarter and annual macroeconomic indicator, taken with the volume of chaotic
networking figures, valuations, and markets accounted for at every moment globally, it is impossible to
eliminate the possibility of GNP indicators having unique impacts on exchange rates.
Fractional reserve currency valuation involves International trading partners (US & China for
example; it involves all international trade), keeping record of how much is exported and imported
between two countries. As a (fading) global reserve currency, all US dollars held as reserve in China are
not counted in the “balance of valuated worth” arrived at by taking all exports, subtracting all imports,
and measuring the “trade deficit”. However, with too lop-sided a trade relationship shared between two
countries for too long, the country (China) always recording a deficit in international balances will
remove the marker “reserve” from an amount of US currency, increasing US debt “to reflect protracted

trade imbalances”; it is accepted practice founded in Reserve/Central banking math. -The paradigm
paints a scene:
People laboring for currency across the planet too tired, distracted, or concerned with personal
matters to notice two six packs of beer cost 3 dollars and change in the seventies, and now,
“The twelve-pack’s the best deal. Let’s chip in Friday at work for a party this weekend.” -They
came up with the math “for us” and now people let their math dictate value.
THE PROBLEMS ARE SYSTEMIC. ADDRESS THE ROOT OF THE SYSTEM.
As a self-applied litmus test, addressing the “total experience” of the economy, the following is
included for use by the Jury in their deliberations, and once any individual juror has become convinced
of their decision, please feel free to skip to the next applicable heading.
OVERVIEW
The fact of currency-founded “cognitive models”; -a cognitive model is the comprehensive,
“second-nature” view of the world that is somewhat unique to each individual:
With sufficient disparity in personal wealth, the view the wealthy have of the world is removed
from common concern. Example:
A person who has an uninterrupted thirty year career, making 50,000 dollars a year (after taxes),
will make 1.5 MILLION from their employment. With investment and retirement strategies, this person
can expect to retire with 3-4 million dollars, which is less than 5 MILLION dollars over an entire lifetime.
The question, “How many actually make that?” isn’t directly the issue when our goal is to solve
problems. In a representative democracy our vested concerns are meant to be resolved by elected
officials. President Trump has been reported to have a fortune of at least 300 MILLION, and he claims
the figure underreports his wealth. Please take the time to re-read the example.
What is common to lives that only know opulence? Their view cannot be logically reconciled to
the view of the person in the example; making 50k/yr does not mean you’ll retire with near 5 million
dollars, and this “reward” is meant to come after 30 years. The elite are born into wealth.
PRELIMINARY
What is the course for US leadership in 2021? The Democratic, ROGUE?!! Candidate (Steyer)
was a multi (36) billionaire, and the incumbent is the first person worth hundreds of millions, who, upon
being elected, instead of putting his assets into a blind trust, (A gesture meant to ensure the people’s
and not self-interests are served.) named a relative to watch over his holdings. To say a personal relation
is head of the blind trust you put your assets into negates the purpose of a blind trust.
An argument can be made that Trump committed treason (at least an impeachable offense)
shortly after taking office (assets held in trust with a personal relation; duties and compensation for the

office are supposed to be the President’s only support and purpose). An argument can be made that
when the Commander in Chief, at the early stages of the impeachment debate, announced his
suspicions on social media that the Ukraine inquiry is an attempted coup, he committed an impeachable
offense (unnecessarily alarming the citizenry in an abuse of office).
With all this going on, who has time to look into the facts of our ruling elite? Who is willing to
openly, accurately consider the likelihood that any of them will come to represent interests of the
majority of people based on the figures listed above? -Biden’s been in D.C. 40 years, when did he:
ADDRESS THE ROOT OF THE SYSTEM: THE CURRENCY
Lives are lived by currency. People pay for their quality of life. We live in a world continually
engaged with problems leading to other problems, and when asked what will improve the world, we
answer most commonly in individual terms, with views capturing what -out of all the problems- we
notice, and our leaders do the same thing, with a frame of mind that is impossible to reconcile to the
needs and concerns of general people. The universal in every case is currency, how much we get for
what we do, and how the medium of exchange can be used to improve the condition of our lives.
NOTICE: To any prone to say, “There is an intrinsic value to life beyond fiscal measure”. The majority
doesn’t live that way - recognizing an intrinsic tradeoff of time for money is required; it is common to
pause when people are asked to spend time freely in the aid of others, especially when it comes to
labor. -It is true. It speaks to a continually unspoken, impolite to be thought of, direct correlation:
People come to measure their value by compensation, but living in an internalized shortfall marked
by phrases like, “But people need help, and it’s important to be good outside of money.” -is, because of
the reserve banking system, making practice of denying an intrinsic value meant to be “obviously
afforded” to people, because this intrinsic value is not represented in national currency.
Fractional Reserve banking is pegging no commodities whatsoever to the value of currency, -to say it
is a measure always to be done away with, because the prospect of saying a commodity’s value is based
on an amount of currency, whose value is based on the value of a commodity yields no intrinsic worth,
no matter the amount or type of the commodity (itself subject to false account), and no matter the
scope of the system’s application.
ADRESSING THE ROOT OF THE SYSTEM
The worth of currency is moot if a child starves because an amount of currency couldn’t supply
them sustenance, and thousands die every day because an amount of a “valued commodity” is worth an
amount of currency, and the currency wasn’t available. When dictated the commodity’s value requires
more of the currency than it did yesterday because the reserve system demands it obtain a fictitious
“market-to-market” equilibrium internationally and domestically; the reserve system is “closed-system”
mechanics, its every aspect is solely founded by its role in the system. It will never be a sound foundation
for originating currency.
From “Preface - Unifying Physics”:

Capitalism respects the individual’s ability to generate capital. Free market capitalism, in its
organization and application, has proven itself to limit, in ability and possibility, individual capital
generation. Communism demonstrates the practice of free market capitalism as a function proper to the
nation state, creating governmental interest in corporate espionage, because all means of production
are owned (or are directly funded and dictated) by the state. Free market capitalism accomplishes the
same end by insinuating its interest into legislation, and asserting itself into the administration of
national affairs.
BAD WEATHER FOR ALL THE DIRTY FOSSILS, ONCE UPON AN ELECTION: A FACTUAL ANALYSIS
Climate Change policies as institutionalized practice do not address the factors of the global
fossil fuel economy, -not to mention the Federal Reserve’s assignment of values for currency, relative to
quantities of commodities whose sourcing requires detrimental environmental impacts “for commerce”.
Fiscal interests hold the inertia of a supply-side market practice; investment for infrastructure gathered
around fossil fuels and, for a long time now- capital is sluggish to support alternative fuel industries.
-The dynamic ensures vested interest of profound financial positions build into permanent
supports for fossil fuel and global mining practices or, taking another angle, (for the “Blues”):
With over 36 billion and its perpetually building interest-revenue streams, and citing recent
conclusions, 6 billion dollars would end world hunger -let’s say 8 billion, because a real plan would have
to put in place irrigation, sewage and other farming infrastructure, paying its budget back collectively
over time at zero interest. It is reasonable, because of how easily Multi-Billionaires make 1 MILLION in
interest? -A demonstration:
An heir to a vast fortune is interested in buying an island, and he meets environmental interests
pleading with him to choose another in the chain so an extremely rare habitat can be preserved, the heir
refuses, and instead makes them a deal. Concerned parties will have a year to raise the ten million it will
take to purchase the island but if they fail, he’ll buy it.
For the ultra-wealthy, their total revenue increases substantially from several sources all the
time, continually and on top of that, all of their interest-bearing accounts calculate at rates applied to
millions (in Steyer’s or Bloomberg’s case, it’s billions) of “dollars” -whatever currency, because the elite
are global. In the demonstration, the “personified economic superpower” makes ten million every thirty
seconds, he can wait a year, enjoy the story he has to tell, and begin construction on his new island the
minute the deal expires. So with 36 BILLION, would anyone have thought to ask Tom Steyer to end
world hunger? -To foot the bill until he’s paid back at zero interest? It’s a trick question. It’s not possible
without including another:
FACTUAL ANALYIS OF COUNTRIES WITH FOOD SUPPLY ISSUES
Warlords, despots, fascists and dictators rule every region they do because, in how their rule is
enforced, resources in their country are reserved to be directly accessed by global corporations, “local”
global subsidiaries, and aristocratic interests. (Example: Royal Dutch Shell is not just a name, and several

resource-owning companies are actually held by interests favorable to royalty or by Royal houses
directly.) Shifting ownership and chief officer positions across the global marketplace between members
of elite families and holders of “unofficial” Aristocratic titles is common, as are violent wars and
skirmishes resulting in deaths in many regions plagued with limited food supplies and despot leaders.
-The dynamic ensures vested interest of profound financial positions built into permanent
supports for “at times” genocidal leaders, whose only real purpose to rule is to play their part in Global
Corporate Feudalism, and outside of that, the market “Lets the monster prevail”.
Now for the “Reds”, (because if “those types” couldn’t be reduced to a color, they’d have an
actual informed opinion), questions you could have asked Trump:
Why haven’t you ended the Federal Reserve, put the US Treasury solely in charge of currency
valuation and printing, and pulled the US out of NAFTA?
-And will you (or “the Blue”) answer for:
HOW IMMIGRATION POLICY “REFORM” COVERS FOR FED RATE ACTIONS
Please step away from any set of policies affiliated to a party enough to look at how this
information draws a direct fiscal motive capitalized upon by the elite, no matter the political party they
support. The same paradigm is found globally, concealed under different systems of government, and by
dealing specifically with Ronald Reagan, Donald Trump, and rates set by the Federal Reserve
contemporaneous to their terms, a template for “what to look for” will begin to take shape.
AN ASIDE: THE BROADCAST PROBLEM
Handling these materials with an adjudicating eye, -conceding the too often unacknowledgedpeople are prone to accept financial compensation (or rewards of other types) in return for positions of
power, which opens the paradigm of “Lobby and Super PAC” to a morally ambiguous arena at best, and
little to no discussion about a universal, fiscal ethic has gradually become the norm in the subculture of
American political leadership. For this reason there is cause to suspect works funded in the course of
general commerce are used to structure political opinion, independent of anyone in any office because
after all, the same interests are served. Example:
Media conglomerates often fund centralized recording of editorials about news topics that are
played nationally through local syndicates after each local channel wraps up their nightly news.
Everyone watching in every town, without knowing where the character editorializing is from gets used
to a voice and a name, and a consensus starts building across the country.
Building a consensus with a program including written media, (fit to his terms in office) is all the
Reagan era of political climate-building would have needed, but Trump had internet and other modern
media to rely on, and remember:

Fractional reserve banking is the result of a network of macroeconomic equations justifying its
own components; this scenario is not required “in the fundamental philosophy of monetary currency”,
but it is most commonly cited as the reason for inflation.)
Sources for information referenced below: “Fed Raises Rates By 25 Basis Points, 1st Since 2006” by Jeff
Cox, 12/26/2015, https://www.cnbc.com/2015/12/16/fed-raises-rates-for-first-time-since-2006.html;
“Why Immigrants Were Given Legal Status By Ronald Reagan”, Newsweek Archive,
https://www.newsweek.com/reagan-immigration-reform-and-control-act-1986-641806; and
“Here’s What the Major Interest Rate Cycles Since the 1970s Have Looked Like”, The Alert Investor,
12/19/2015, https://www.businessinsider.com/every-interest-rate-cycle-since-1970s-2015-12
The Fed “under” Obama, raises rates in December of 2015, (CNBC) Trump takes office in 2017,
and the protracted fallout of the rate hikes begin showing in higher consumer costs, -things gradually
just become more expensive. Both Ronald and Donald (they are far from the only two), have cited a lack
of legal taxpaying citizens as cause for fiscal austerity and personal hard times (felt by the voter), both
introduced some version of Immigration Reform into their policies and campaigns as the solution.
From a 1981 Newsweek article about a policy Reagan is famous for - Immigrant Amnesty:
“Illegals with 10 years’ continuous residency could become eligible immediately for permanentresident status. Others would become eligible by degrees, providing they had immigrated
before January 1, 1981. The purpose of spacing out the granting of permanent-resident status,
officials say, is to soften its demographic and financial impact.”
(Charts from the Business Insider Article verify the “Reagan side”)
The Fed hikes rates in August 1980. The “Fed Funds Rate”; the “1-year Treasury Interest Rate”;
and the “10-year interest rates”, are measured in periods called “Interest Rate cycles”, and the “FFR” is
recorded as up 11%; the “1yr” is up 7.54%, and the “10yr” is up 3.98% at the end of the cycle (mid-June
1981), when rates were cut. In 1984 Ronald Reagan ran for re-election, and Immigration was mentioned
in his campaign debates, things like:
“The illegals have no voice or protections because they are not citizens.” and in September
1984, the Fed Funds Rate and the 1yr & 10yr Interest Rates were all between 11% and 13% (estimate of
graph -1yr rates raised, 10yr rates skyrocketed). Watching rate fluctuations from that point, citing their
strain on economic outlooks (and personal lives), rates settled in the timeframe of the Immigration
Reform Act becoming law, coming to their “universally” low point in 1986. The correlation is:
As the impact of Fed rate actions is being noticed by the citizenry, an issue is built around
immigration policies, and “more legal taxpayers” is the -acknowledged to varying degrees, depending on
the local political climate - reason for Immigration Reform policy. Verified in history, in the case of
Reagan, the issue of immigration is not legislatively fully settled until the newest rate fluctuation cycles
have ended. (-Rates settled from 1980 adjustment.)

With Trump we had the “first half” of the process enacted with calls for the wall, and actions of
the fed are not the actions of the President -they never are- but the same correlation between calling
for Immigration Reform and inflation-related Fed Rate action is present. Ignoring the currency and how
its value is manipulated legally and institutionally - how the fluctuations create life-impacting concerns
regularly - is an ill-fated course.
NOT TO ADDRESS PROBLEMS WITHOUT OFFERING SOLUTIONS: ETHICAL MARKET CAPITALISM
Monetary currency expresses an appreciation for goods and services people provide people.
People create all necessary elements for anything bought and sold; whether its resource allocation and
manufacturing, or agriculture and distribution, people are central. No currency valuation model has ever
accounted for people. No consideration has been given to the idea of how people get what they need to
live, yet the central bank/reserve system designates the worth of the currency the planet uses.
Comprehensively solving the issue of fractionalized reserve currency will require multinational,
multimarket, and unilateral participation. It is incumbent on the people, for the people.
To valuate currency as it is being printed focusing first on the person requires applying “life
need” parameters to markets, because the pay and costs structure across the board will change; all
currency is being revaluated. Accounting for required infrastructure and the perpetual expense of a new
government, to be determined by the people as ethical capitalism is established, several other measures
necessary as matters of state(s) will be required to accomplish the transition and set out a permanent
tax code. (Again, with all currency set to a new fixed value, all printed by the US Treasury.)
Pay structure in terms of how taxes are assessed:
$3750.00, 20% tax = 3000.00 take home.
-First tier, with the same rate applied to specific tiers, amounts increase according to work and
situation, and until the amount you make is at the next tier, the tax rate is assessed at the lower
amount. (Making 5000.00 per month is still 750.00/mo in taxes.) This gives people money to stimulate
the economy, to save and invest; to provide for their families, etc. Next tier:
$7500.00, 20% tax = 6000.00 take home.
-With the amounts doubling; next tier is $15,000.00, 20% tax = 12,000.00 take home, and so on.
All workers are taxed at the lower tier until they are at the next tier.
Set prices according to what is fundamentally needed to live, establish an energy system that
capitalizes on advantages given to us by physics, instill the above pay policy, and most people will be
happy with the opportunity to take care of themselves and their own; little more income will be needed.
At the 500,000.00 take home amount, the tax rate (always 20%) is reassessed at every 100,000.00
dollars earned.
With enough people in enough countries working toward the same goal it is possible. Make the
value of 1 dollar (a hundred smaller units) equal to the value of 1 Yuan; Yen; Peso Etc. Ratify a
constitution that will enable prosperity along ethically capitalist lines, abolishing PACS and lobbies,

setting a permanent rate of pay for positions needed in governance, and make the Department of
Defense its own branch of government - solely responsible to the will of the people and only answering
to a checks and balances a new constitution establishes among the other three branches.
We have the physics, the advances required will be made, and the inertia of this failure of world
governance -addressing corporate interests before people, can be removed forever, with:
A Department of Treasury in charge of printing currency; a Department of Energy in charge of
ensuring a continual, one-time cost energy source (like 4th state matter), becomes the only source for
energy; and a Department of Education whose methods are remodeled to reflect what we know about
mental and emotional development. -Taking a national shift toward these goals, secured by the
Department of Defense, will encourage the required unilateral, multi-national action.

(I.) “INCEPTION”, PSYCHOLOGOICAL OPERATIONS, US & RUSSIA POLICY (Q), AND THE POST WW2 NAZI
A discussion of how psychological operations actually work, and what they actually accomplish:
INCEPTION & PSYOPS
Not the movie, though the definition was presented correctly in the theme of the movie (that
one with DiCaprio): Make your “client/agency’s” agenda occur to the target as if it was their own idea.
Expand that premise to “how mass media, social, and cultural movements can create the incepted idea”,
across total numbers of the planet, adding a few pieces of the puzzle:
Key intelligence desks of the forming CIA and the KGB post WW2 staffed agents who were
documented “ex-Nazi” intelligence officers. The CIA was entrusted to inform the US executive branch of
intelligence vital to establishing coherent foreign and domestic policy, with its Russian counterpart, the
KGB doing the same in the Soviet Union. Following the paradigm logically, this amounts to dispersing
intelligence officers who were once members of the “Nazi apparatus” into official policy-informing
positions in both countries for the entirety of the Cold War.
-It is commonly held that at least some members of certain secret societies “like the
Freemasons” have completely pure intentions. The enemy is evil. It works through every entity it can, an
example is in The Freemasonic symbol, as it is explained to the highest levels of secret Freemasonry:
Open compasses over the square, with a letter “G” in open area, representing to lower levels
“our right to intimate, private sexual expression”. (It’s a symbolic diagram of the front view of a vagina,
including the clitoris and depicting the location of the g-spot.) Which makes sense to Freemasons added
to a millennia-old order, because the church (and royalty) was too restrictive and invasive, it was all
disguised as having to do with builders because it was started and controlled by the builders.
-And following the overall agency of Weaponized Interdimensional Space Time (WIST),
explained through the 35 threads:

The letter G is there because it (also) is used to compound sentient conceptualizations with
those of members of other orders that operate independent and often against one another, so that
without anyone suspecting, the evil can achieve space travel. -To prove we know “Nazi Science”.
THE POST WW2 NAZI
The parameters for (permanent) Nazi influence institutionalized globally within five years of the
end of WW2 -those trails are many and verified (by Jim Marrs; Peter Levenda; Joseph Farrell and
others), what was “publically” missed is the motive for a global “Covert Reich”, placing another
overlooked “goal met- as demonstrated in its impact” (and a later, obvious reason for WW2):
Creating a global corporate war chest built around funding a eugenics-based agenda favorable
to the elite, who can use whatever propaganda needed, with the “preparing to be globally positioned”
covert Nazis delivering the gradual outcome for them. For the “Global Corporatist State” level, all any
individual personnel has to know is their involvement supposedly ensures them a prominent position as
the endgame is accomplished.
The subverted reason, exclusively reserved for worshippers of direct evil, is to knowingly
orchestrate all factors necessary to cause mass violent conflict and state-sanctioned war for the loss of
life it causes at “Satan’s command” -or any name known to an order as the reason they do the same
thing. (It’s continual and as the population increases, mass coordination is scaled accordingly.)
GOAL # 2
The protracted scale of what can only be called World War Three (rule by The Fourth Reich), is
employed to make the will, the hearts, and the minds of the global population -at every step of the way
and to manageable degrees- accept a global corporatist state. Whether it is expressed through Fascism
and violent dictators only in power to secure exclusive access to resources, or in countries whose
governors accede to corporate mergers consolidating fiscal power as they themselves consolidate
corporatist policy positions, -arranged by financial sectors to create the “fiscal climate” required, the
goal is to gain the world’s support for next EU.
The EEC was the world’s first NAFTA, and BRICS is the third. (EEC was Europe’s “financial sector”,
and for purposes of clarification, it created the fiscal climate that “consolidated” into the EU.) NAFTA,
which was updated to the USMCA under Trump, is the next phase of economic climate structuring,
meant to enable the establishment of a “North American Union”.
TRACKING POLICIES OF THE MAIN SUSPECTS (& Q)
Any hypothetical requirement that direct personal involvement is proven by any person elected
to office has been removed, -to crystallize what is stated above. That’s the bare truth and no one notices
it, instead shouting “Oh yeah! Well prove “my guy/gal” was there” nearly in chorus at times, and that’s
the point of psychological operations. As Secretary of State, Hillary Clinton signed off on a deal to give
rights to mine Uranium to a Russian corporation, and Russia’s leader (Putin) is ex-KGB, as the Soviet
Union collapsed he rose in power while Russian organized crime secretly brokered a large amount of

“dismantling” the Soviet Arsenal. He’s listed as “one of if not the” richest world leaders on the planet.
Trump had his entire campaign and presidency practically syncopated to the rising popularity and
unquestioning following of an “at first” online-only presence that created from scratch dark horse style
grassroots support for someone who is (only) worth 300 HUNDRED MILLION DOLLARS, whose Russian
land development deals, severely in the red until he was “elected”, were recently balanced after his
election so he can boast “I’m richer than that figure”.
The “Russian Computer Hacking Warfare Program” is known to be “one of the most advanced”,
and it isn’t solely concerned with polling machines, but there is a sinister twist - Trump attended an elite
preparatory institution called Kew-Forrest, and the elite have a culture built around their “innate
superiority” so for students of Trump’s ilk, “Kew” means the letter “Q” from “Q and A” -as in “question”,
and the question Trump’s types of people are getting ready to ask anyone beneath them, as a culture, is:
“What gives you the right to live?”
The elite are secretive, with their own unique worldviews and they have all agreed to make each
other part of the overall plan in their formative years; Kew-Forrest was started with a curriculum
designed by a Skull & Bones member. Skull & Bones is a tradition steeped in the Hegelian model, as
championed by elite notables, which means, the rich are the end answers to the question Hegel’s
dialectic is answering: Who or what is (and isn’t) God? And this fits well to the upcoming Luciferian,
Satanist, and generally “greedy enough” to be evil culture who secretly rules the world.
If you are already familiar with the Q movement, it may seem preposterous to think that
Trump’s preparatory academy has anything to do with the supposed revolutionary operations the Q
“source of information” claims it represents, but the enemy to mankind’s sovereignty uses all
conceptualizations of people across all tiers and classes of the population continually, and having a “duel
meaning, where for a percentage of the US population “Q” speaks to hope in spite of impending
corporatism, and for the class of Bavarian descended elite occupying the White House and Executive
Branch at the time, “Q” only means the school where the President and his class of elitism learned
“What Hegel really means”.
THE “Q ANON” COVERT AGENDA PSYOP COUNTS ON FOLLOWERS OF THE NEW AGE’S THE SECRET
“The Secret” is a New Age occulted teaching centered on the thought-power of will, and how
thought alone creates manifest reality of “your future self”, which of course followers believe they will
automatically one day be living; they think it, say it, believe it- “feel and know” it to be true, then it
(supposedly) happens. The presence of New Age traditions through cultures in nations where the
National Socialist Corporatist interest is prevalent is not a coincidence, and for purposes of planetary
management over decades the most readily apparent benefit the global spread of this particular vestige
of the New Age accomplishes is a sub-culture less prone to thought involving critical analysis, becoming
more and more prone to thinking about (anything) only to the point that it is believed, without ever
questioning the validity of the information presented. -Ideal receivers for psychological operations.

Q is an internet-based rumor mill claiming to be the source of real-time intelligence on an
ongoing war between evil interests, embodied by Obama, Biden, Hillary Clinton, and it is “her side”
against Trump and his side. (Q “reports” for Trump's side.) Q announcements, called “drops” are long
lists of code names and numbers with supposed “go signals” and lists of people targeted, and all of this
is all as surmised by Q followers. Whenever Q drops are said to address real time actions, it is with
wording like:
Erase (evil cabal’s) financial gains” then, Replace (good side’s) financial losses”, words to this
effect were in a Q drop reporting on “the plan” to restore the economy post coronavirus.
-Right. Q followers repeat then rinse, posting pictures of Trump - worth hundreds of millions of
dollars, and Putin (ex-KGB and reported to be the richest world leader in power today), in support of Q
without seeing a shred of proof that the same global corporatist agenda that made the European Union,
is not going to make the same “Nation State Union” of the North American continent. Public interest in
Q naturally deflects from details of the economy, and the culture surrounding Q online became a
veritable pro-Trump rally 365 days a year for four years straight. So-called “proofs” there was ever
anything to “Q’s” revolution were always hapless “evident correlation experts”, claiming that Q was the
real work behind the scenes causing it all.
Q built into a spending cult spawning a sub-culture’s economy, giving followers reasons to buy
merchandise or feed a sense of patriotic camaraderie, and it is all based on information that may as well
be “Daily Affirmations” from New Age programs like the Secret; knowing that if “you think and feel it
right”, then you will definitely “change the present to manifest the future.” -There is nothing more to it
than that; Q is a psychological operation. Good and evil are in constant conflict -it's not a theory in
dispute, but the Q operation, run on proxy servers and covered for by countless VPNS is not the answer;
it is not a definite source of valid information, it is all written to be obtuse and interpreted “correctly”.
Psychological operations are started through fronts, and cutouts are usually used by intelligence
agencies, the people they draw in to start the operation’s movement will be allured by the financial gain
of “collecting donations”. With Q, global intelligence and corporatism capitalizing on the hope of the
population by making up spews of lines and numbers without ever mentioning for example how many
Satanists and Luciferians there are with power in Washington DC, is simple strategy, and it evolves
(because it’s an OP) to fit the funded narrative. The results of it show in Antifa actions, among other
things. (Antifa was started by the “Red Right Hand, English Royalty’s secret services and rumored
forerunner to MI-6; Antifa could be behind Q.) How Q enables the Q Anon patriots ignorance:
Q says “gold will fix the currency”, that would still only be a reserve banking model sourced fix.
The fractional reserve currency valuation model has proven to create nation state-to nation state
economic interdependence, making money for societal infrastructure in each nation dependent on
funding - available apart from national debt incurred as a matter of how much is traded at the national
measure - being generated in set economic cycles that among other things regularly dictate the national
currency’s value without any regard for a living person.

Where’s the money for advances in education? Literally, tied up in payoffs -everyone needs a
pad to the paycheck. Again, this is backed up by people with real belief in evil, people who live to see
others suffer under their lack of professional, ethical regard -in the case of the medical, law
enforcement, legal, and political professions, and it includes scenarios of health professionals of all types
celebrating a patient’s death. (Evil is not seen for what it is in modern practice; it is highly evolved, it
counts on being discounted, and the degree of removal an expert in pharmaceutical and medical
sciences has from victims is rewarded and used, like when mass negative side-effects to treatments and
life ending “oversights” occur.)
Funding is always available from the budget for the one corporatist direction set, (after all they
print the money and tell you what it’s worth globally), and with intelligence agencies in control of the
media, serving as producers deciding “what makes the story on site”, making coordinated dance videos
of medical staff instead of addressing the only point worth talking about: The immune system- That’s it,
that’s what they won’t address. Zinc fuels immune response, and Hydroxychloquine increases the
immune system’s access to zinc, then the immune system defeats for example, CORONAVIRUS, which
with a survival rate of over 99%, is an over-reported threat covered with slanted commentary making
“one son’s lost mom” daily and weekly evidence of a “pandemic”, auspiciously strangling all US and
global commerce, all while corporatists and Skull and Bones members work for the US President.
Where’s the valuable Q information on any of the above? The machine marches on, with more
braindead blue/red color sets falling into rank daily. Global online and supposed real operations like Q,
which apparently spread to Europe nearing the end of Trump’s term, serve the purpose of directing
thought and feeling in the masses, which is how shifts in power and types of governance are gradually
accepted by the citizenry of any country -over years; the Q operation lasted about 5 years, beginning,
again, as the “secretive and dangerous” support for Trump’s planned revolution.
ARISTOCRACY’S PLAN: GLOBAL NATIONAL SOCIALISM V COMMUNISM WAR 2021
The Global Backdrop (& the “Communist’s” side):
As a “Bavarian Order” Skull & Bones makes it its practice to start both sides of any scale of
conflict, all the while advancing a third agenda, and though for the most complicit in this development,
monetary rewards compounding over time to less and less beneficiaries of a Global Corporatist State
serve as “enough momentary reward always”, the agenda advancing is evil. Worshippers of evil cause
death and suffering out of a sense of devotion to a “Dark Lord’s ideal”, their rewards (for securing the
march toward the Global Corporatist State) -in the cases of the elite and their most direct servants,
provides their own benefits, but individual participations in Evil are thought to “secure one’s power”. As
a global operation to be considered only loyal to secretive royal Bavarian interests, each year’s class of
fifteen newly added members graduate into newly installed, official crime lords, each with their own
covert operating teams with global reach who manage all manner of war tactics, be they psychological,
economic, commercial or political espionage all managed for the sole purposes of creating sustainable,
profitable conflict causing an “appropriate amount” of death and suffering.

Skull & Bones is a documented, long standing influence on policies of all types in the USA and
China. Skull & Bones, an “American branch of the Bavarian Illuminati”, had a member immigrate to the
US and start Yale and “Bank of Bavaria” in the late 1800s- and the secret society Yale was started for
began structuring China’s economic systems of rule in 1903, as an initiative of Yale Divinity School. They
threw their support and logistical capacities behind the communist rise to power, long after they had
established their positon in China by taking control of the Opium trade, pitting Chinese and British
interests against one another -all that matters in terms of “how the world is run” to Aristocracy is who,
out of the Earth ruling orders are meant to “make the move required”. Skull & Bones opium-backed
early Chinese communism, with its militaristic mode of governance was rife with people willing to
advance the “communist ideal” for the special treatment institutionalizing the drug trade brings.
Skull & Bones influenced Chinese economic development through “secret nation-founding”
programs like “Yale in China” since the start of the last century, the program educated Mao Zedong, and
Skull and Bones influence in China remained in place through to the current century. From
https://lipstick-and-war-crimes.org/mao-yale-man-rothschilds-create-peoples-republic-china/:
“George Bush, the first U.S. diplomatic representative to the People’s Republic of China back in
1973, was a member of Skull and Bones. So was his father, brother, son, uncle, nephew, and several
cousins. Winston Lord, the Reagan-Bush administration Ambassador to China was a member; so was his
father and several other relatives. James Lilley, the current Ambassador to China, is a member of Skull
and Bones, as was his brother. With the exception during the Carter administration, every U.S.
Ambassador to Beijing, since Kissinger’s deal with Mao Zedong was a member of the Skulls and Bones.”
Please check the url above the quote for a preponderance of information on the Skull & Bones
Communist Chinese interest and what came to be called “Yale in China”.
Communist China has become the world’s factories and source for cheap labor, leading the
world in regular human rights violations, the course for China in the decades to come has been said to
be imperialist with the US, who is China’s largest debtor, having the land China “will need” to sustain its
culture. Among some parties in China’s leadership, a subverted, protracted war with the aim of making
the US a communist state loyal to China is the only sound direction for their nation’s future - covert
operation’s like what Skull and Bones is known for maintaining these factions’ interests and provides
them controlled routes to advance, which usually result in shifts in economic outlooks based on Chinese
fiscal policies.
The National Socialist “Side”
WW3 is fought to ingratiate the process of governance shifting to corporatist rule among the
population over time, and to have the progress toward the goal followed by every level of every
organization as the world changes into the desired form around even the most ardent dissent. A third of
the plan was the EU, the next third is the North American Union (US, Canada and Mexico), which is
meant to be followed by a similar realignment among nation states of BRICS (namely Russia, China and
India). Difficult to place to general understanding is the protracted scale of the plan, but then again, a
world that only exists to unknowingly provide Weaponized Interdimensional Space Time their total

conceptualizations and actualized intents lived as their local environment and sources of information
dictates. These things aren’t thought about.
As a result the organization of Aristocratic evil utilizes globally distributed orders that for one
reason or another can be useful to any stage of the grand scheme, controlling rewards received for
advancing, where each new level gained has its own level-specific variations in what is known and how
things are seen, is the regular tactic. Skull and Bones is but one secret order advancing the goal; they’re
just the one most directly associated to the Secret Kingdom of Bavaria, Freemasonry is too, but this is
less acknowledged in lower circles of power. Using the covert orchestration of national and international
controls, as well as the protracted time period scheduled, weakening the population’s resistance to a
plan only known as it applies to each incremental stage and only by each player required, three main
additives have been used over three generations to weaken the ability to resist the New World Order
plan (which has always been the National Socialist plan): Fluoride, BPA, and Aspartame
Fluoride added to the water supply gradually lowers the IQ, resulting in less applicable and
workable solutions or ideas being thought up as if they were honestly critically analyzed, followed by
calls that the not thought-out idea be listened to. (People become convinced a plan is smart with less
and less rigorous tests devolving into: “It’s science if you pay for it” reasoning; like wearing masks
because TV anchors choose doctors working out of their specialty so they can claim you have to; a
neurologist is not a medical research scientist; a microbiologist is not a doctor who is automatically
sufficiently versed in the human immune response.)
BPA in the plastic and can linings leeches into what is in the container and it gets worse when
the item is cooled or heated, BPA is a synthetic of estrogen. Women’s bodies need an appropriate
amount of estrogen, men need the same thing, but the amount needed by the male body is extremely
low, in both cases a regular influx of estrogen and shifting peoples’ bodies to use a synthetic of estrogen,
will cause logic and reason to be conflated with emotions regularly. (More people more directly act out
their emotions in how they behave, or when addressing a topic people confuse logic and sound reason
with sentiment.)
Aspartame (diet sweetener) creates the same neurologically mapped function observed in
people with schizophrenia, but it does so locally, targeting regions of the temporal and parietal lobes.
(Gradually augmenting how actions, thoughts, and feelings can become justified (or triggered) by
something you heard. -Aspartame (as a gas) was listed as biological warfare weapon in WW2.)
-Add to these the spraying of insecticide in the 50s and early 60s through US neighborhoods
nationwide, spewing it straight out the lower rear of massive gas trucks; children literally were filmed
chasing the insecticide cloud, and the precedent for Global Corporatist interests supplying “the Nazi
plan” what it uses to wage WW3 becomes obvious.
BUT IT’S ALL A SETUP - THE NAZIS ARE CORPORATISTS
The USMCA (the US-Mexico-Canada Agreement) was signed early in Trump’s presidency, it
updated NAFTA, and in effect makes US steel production (which fell from first to fourth in the world

since Clinton signed NAFTA) the reason the fractional reserve-valuated dollar has any worth, as
valuations are set more directly to the nation states party to the treaty, where the currency’s strength is
arrived at by calculating among other things the GDP of Canada (the US’ number one trading partner),
the United States GDP (US steel cheaper than China steel because of the USMCA), and Mexico’s
manufacturing and production base (again, in relation to the same in US and Canada).
The year-long (all of 2020 at least) shut down of global commerce is gradually shifting capital to
the wealthiest, as they are the most capable of weathering lockdowns and quarantines, and the
wealthiest are corporatists and their servants. This collapses organic economic infrastructure. The
vanishing middle class (the ones supposedly listened to) blame government, who fund public programs
in response, undermining the nation’s infrastructure, with “no economic recovery in sight without a
vaccine” and Trump granting over a billion dollars to vaccine companies.
The corporatists’ collapsing of the US economic infrastructure of the US had been gradual and
concealed over time, starting in earnest (most agree) with Reagan’s trickle down economic policies and
Bush enshrining the practice of anonymous corporate donors being who decides the election. But 2020
lays the foundation for a nation swimming in debt, unstable in every international trade relationship
except for the strategically narrowed set of international trade partnerships, creating a fiscal climate
suggesting that the US economy will fail without entwining its own governing and economic
infrastructure with that of its neighboring countries. (This is what happened in Europe as the EU was
established.)
Combined factors of the above scenario has molded the United States, Mexico and Canada over
the last century up until now, and to measure the developments by the markets alone considering a
“nations’ value” on the world stage, the United States has fallen. There has not “yet” been a war
required that anyone really paid attention to, but steel scaffolding turning to balsa wood holding up a
country’s position in global affairs only means loss of a nation’s status and bargaining power. Very little
live conflict would be required from this point to end the current system of United States governance in
favor of a “more secure, more economically viable” version that could be Communist or National
Socialist - it doesn’t matter to the elite, either way corporatists get their way, and the general
population more openly becomes the less and less represented servant class the Aristocracy has secretly
always considered them.

A VOTE AGAINST FEDERAL CORPORATISM
Getting elected to office is impossible without the support of a political party. If you ran on
ideals, positions, and policy you cannot get one thing done (let’s say you’re elected to congress) without
being named to a committee in congress dealing with that sector of policymaking. You will not be added
to any committee that gets anything done if you do not start raising money for your party. -Pelosi raises
money; Schumer raises money; McConnell raises money; Leslies Graham raises money for their parties
all the time. That’s why they’re the ones the media calls “Republican/Democratic Leaders”. The US is

under Federal Corporatist Rule, and if you’re honest about history it’s hard to say there was ever a time
when it wasn’t. Now it’s just more apparent:
Parties negotiate legislative positons with and for the “people” that fund them, and the Florida
US district court made corporations “the same as people” with a ruling called Citizens United, making
multi-billion dollar, international “legal entities” the citizens being listened to but corporations, the once
disenfranchised “non-voting” citizens, need everyone to support them. With Citizens United the US
became in practice, a Federal Corporatist State. During the 2020 election, in one county in Florida both
parties spent over 100 dollars per vote in campaign dollars. What campaign funded exclusively by
“everyday people” can afford that? Super Pacs and Lobbies “who” legally aren’t required to disclose
their donors make billions in contributions ostensibly marked anonymous.) Federal Corporatism:
Parties negotiate every elected official’s position well before they’re named to a position where
they can change anything, and the elected official is a good earner for the party and nothing more,
(Party officials are in constantly need to increase their schmoozing and courting budget -allocated
exclusively to corporate interests and the richest individual corporatist successes.) that way once they’re
seated at their committees the corporatist agenda advances. This mean every voter in the US supports
Global Corporatism in its every vestige when voting under the US election system for a player in the US
political machine -and by the time they’re their party’s candidate they all are, no matter who people
vote for; the “corporatist say” is heard over every living person’s voice, the institutions of governance
have made it official practice. Therefore: The only possible way to show dissent against Federal
Corporatism is to not vote.
THE SPIRIT OF LAW, THE US CONSTITUTION, & THE FEDERAL RESERVE Concluding Materials for Count 2
“The Spirit of Law”: It is correct in the philosophy of governance to define for its potential
citizens what actions are allowed, and to what degree unwanted actions are to be punished. It is central
to the philosophy of governance that all acts taken in the establishment of a nation’s laws are done “for
the people”. However in formulating a governing doctrine every cause for dispute and strife among the
citizenry is impossible to account for and, in the US, for these cases the “Spirit of the Law as provided for
by the US Constitution” is interpreted by the courts. Furthermore, the language of the US Constitution
speaks to an inalienable right to act in the Spirit of the Law as US citizens, within reasonable bounds.
The Federal Reserve exists in common practice to supply monetary currency as its value is assessed
“inside” the fiscal framework of the institution’s function and purpose. The US Congress enacted the
Federal Reserve in 1913, and in so doing handed control of the nation’s currency to an entity that is, in
its factual operating procedure, dependent on its organizational affiliation to a foreign entity: The Bank
of International Settlements (BIS), a “Central Bank for Central Banks”.
Citing that those educated through advanced academia, most plausibly relied upon for interpreting
these facts were educated in an economics whose mathematical models are only founded in equations
generated by the Federal Reserve’s application of its charter, are often unable to officially endorse any
comment on macroeconomic models outside the (proven global) reserve currency system without

risking their careers, with the materials provided herein it is correct in the Spirit of the Law as provided
for in the US Constitution to grant all control of US currency to the US Treasury.
Citing the operational practice of the Federal Reserve to inform its decisions on how it prints and
valuates US currency while regularly incorporating the practices of foreign entity(s) when currency
valuations are adjusted and “Fed Actions” are taken, it is correct in the Spirit of the Law as provided for
in the US Constitution to declare the Federal Reserve Act of 1913 a treasonous act, not in keeping with
the best interests of the US citizenry.
IT’S ALL ABOUT COMMERCE
“People will do anything for money” does not capture what degrees people will go to and
criminal acts they will commit. Weaponized Interdimensional Space-Time (WIST) is made to optimize all
routes viable for the propagation of nefarious intent. World governance and its economic paradigms are
nothing more than “management techniques”, applied as macro-scale networking systems inducing
conditions not easily acknowledged by any individual, forcing a rule that is only understood as “the
intent of the World’s national leaders”. The will of the majority is unheard in every nation, and though it
may seem the world’s fiscal/currency valuation problems are causes alone for a revaluation and change
of the total model, the argument these facts make is not sufficient to counter how the enemy afforded
its methods of rule security benefitting from the physics controlled only by the world’s most powerful.

(II.) PLANETARY PRECESSION & HOW COMMODITY-BACKED CURRENCY ENSURES GLOBAL CATASTROPHE
Placing some of the Earth’s physical dynamics to demonstrate the alternate physics model with
methods explaining Weaponized Inter-dimensional Space-time (WIST), and how the physics of the
unified field has been manipulated to ensure the rule of nefarious sentient intent.
OVERVIEW
The fundamental tenet of weight distribution: From a solid amalgamation of materials
possessing different weights, remove the heaviest materials; keeping a solid core (like a large ball of
molten iron solidifying into a planet’s core), then take out vast amounts of ore (Gold; precious metals;
etc.) now picture the “chaotically lightened” ball on a table top. -It will always roll, at least slightly.
WIST physically builds planets, concentrates consciousness latent to the unified field into
sentience then allots it to matter. WIST collects and selectively applies total intent of all conscious
awareness on planets they build (and most support platforms are made of matter grown as parts of the
same planets- metals; ores; resources). Total collected intent is applied to sustain rule by a secretly evil
hierarchy. WIST supplies all positively natured intent to the system in ways measured to keep people
from finding out (by any means) its operatives’ true intentions and levels of involvement. The ultimate
reward for involvement is immortality. WIST accomplishes total mental and emotional being control for
a planetary population of up to 9 billion, when the system is enabled (by its own total orchestrations) to
trigger an ice age.

PRELIMINARY
The matter of the planet is built from superstrings. WIST builds solar systems by allocating the
foundations for matter into their physical constituency, and the problem of “weight” -or matterdistribution is dealt with directly. Implied above, natural resources are used to engineer the mechanical
supports needed for WIST function, part of building solar systems for this purpose requires the total
physical removal of materials from the physical system of which they are a part. Example: Make a ball of
gold taken from Earth then remove it to a void, onto a facility where it will be fashioned for a use, - like
sustaining a single gold atom field, now layered electromagnetically apart from the surface of the ball
because the gold solid is charged with appropriate electromagnetic currents. Whatever the use, the gold
of the physical matter of the planet is no longer a part of the planet- it went into a void (like something
removed from the ball on the table).
ELECTROMAGNETIC SCAFFOLDING
On the superstring level of reality, gold (whichever metal), -matter “made of strings” is moved
to other locations made of the same strings. The physical dynamics as described ensure internal,
structural collapse of all built planets in short order. A grid made from shining concentrations of
electromagnetic force radiates outward from a central point to make a nearly spherical, electromagnetic
“matrix of support”. It stabilizes the process of matter literally being made to disappear from its
originating system (our planet) over periods of time measured in the life of stars. The current - in the
scope of Earth’s actual history - precession of the planet on its axis is the “best” this stabilizing
electromagnetic system can do. Precession is continual from a planet’s first Ice Age on - the first Ice Age
actually occurs once the physical integrity of the planet has been sufficiently undone by the ongoing
(contemporaneous inhabitants’) covert and overt planetary mining operations.
COMMODITY-BACKED CURRENCY
Seeing the overall paradigm requires a removed view, a vantage from which the entirety of
living processes is considered with attention to how knowing the total dynamics of the system lessens
the importance of the common, general view of the world. As a step toward this angle of approach, the
concept of currency:
Enter a room with gold ore, a drum of oil, and a dollar bill. Take some ore and what can you do
with it? What can YOU obtain? The person buying your gold gives you the equivalence in dollars. That
equivalence is set by the markets removing ore from the planet and storing it as it becomes
“hypothecated” -assigned value according to total known supply at the time- which is purported to be
an exact, calculable science (using factors intrinsic only to its model of evaluation). So you have dollars,
(took the gold) the value of the currency suddenly becomes pennies to the dollar because the
commodity it is pinned to secretly became oil (like under President Ford by a handshake with the head
of the House of Saud), and now thirty years later oil is a pricey commodity.

NOTICE: An academically trained economist cites system-referential figures, equations, and
market factors that exist only because of how the commodity-backed currency principle has been
managed under the global central and reserve banking paradigm into what is called modern economics.
A person uses currency, but the value of a commodity needed by markets designed and run by
the world’s elite dictates whether or not a person will freeze in the winter because they can’t afford
heat. Read the last sentence then read it again if needed, and ask yourself: How responsible is it to
assume world governance needs no more of your attention than what you give in your free time? -To
continually drum up commentary for show as if speaking from an informed stance about people you
know nothing about? (-You know what media says, and only what media you see.)
TRICKLE-DOWN ECONOMICS = INSITUTIONALIZED BRIBERY and EXTORTION
There are no legislative assurances for how money trickles down. The nature of a dumbed
down, continually poorer, continually getting better at “ignoring it” people, creates a political
environment rife with increasingly brazen, directly enriching deals exclusive to those who agree with the
model without voicing concern over global developments required. The “global developments” happen
in stages, and when markets “need support” in the process, it is more common to see legislative actions
taken on behalf of markets, and those most enriched by (whatever) market, than it is to see our leader’s
change their outlooks toward the living conditions of the citizenry; the education of the country’s
children, or the standards of their citizen’s health.

EDUCATION, GRAMMAR, AND KIDS AT RECESS
Concerned with the nature of knowledge, in this case “pertinent knowledge”, outlining rules for
writing to encourage developing minds carry how they learn to write into how they learn math:
I lost my license (I was driving blind drunk.), and now I have to take the bus.
-Whole sentence in parenthesis (period inside) as a part of a clause in the total sentence, where
the comma applies to the entire clause; the same applies to periods, where sentences ending in, let’s
say “parenthesis”, have punctuation included in the parenthesis only if the whole clause or statement is
contained in the parenthesis. It’s not long before the “math” of diagramming enforces the rule:
In third grade, during hot low-desert fall, boys in my class had rock fights after lunch. They didn’t
last long, they weren’t allowed, and they involved two groups of kids each about five feet away from
opposite sides of a sandbox at the far corner of the playground - the furthest point from the blacktop.
One day, cowering to approach the range where rocks were falling short of my side, a rock
hurled passed my shoulder. I was on all fours, and it went under my torso without hitting my leg. As I
threw my latest bullet a teammate yelled, shaking his hand at a loud “clack”, then a kid on the other side
started shaking his hand in the same way, yelling:
“Hey- that kid knocked the rock out of my hand!” pointing at me. I couldn’t tell it was my throw,
I was pretty sure they had gotten one of ours, and then we ran - the security guard was approaching.
Two years later, in the early morning hours before school in an oceanfront town, the frost
covered grass field was launched onto by boys running full speed off the blacktop, who tracked how far
they could slide across the grass field without falling.
-Careening, joyful focus, dreading the first bell:

Section 4. FREEMASONS (19)
Summing up the secreted science of the enemy’s rule, addressing another group from the same
angle, -their manipulations of physics.
Isolating the “superstring field of reality” exclusively, the level of reality from which all matter of
the solar system is built is its own physical field. The total resonant field of the ball of strings machined
into existence out of the material of this star is a “complete solar system” level of reality. Its local
signature is as large as the sun’s heliosphere, and every built solar system is connected by applying
resonant field dynamics to identical levels of local realities. The model applies to several “substrate
fields”, each resonant to linkages connecting places within every solar system to one another.
PRELIMINARY
The enemy has had the physics for so long their operation is intergalactic. Distinct levels of
reality in every solar system are mechanically generated, though most of what is experienced is
entangled through “whole field resonance”. The enemy’s every route to the individual through all levels
of each person’s sentient being is only enabled by resonant field dynamics. The target is impacted by
“nodes of delivery” lodged in a local, individually entangled resonant field, Superstring-based
Individuated Regulator (SIR), and through the confluence of enforced electromagnetic and physical
factors, targets experience “injury” on subconscious and sub-physical levels. Over time these compound,
beginning to draw on the physical body -as if the semi-sentient physicality lodged in the SIR were the
physical body. These attacks can create aches and pains, emotional anguish, anger; mood swings, etc.
Black Matter Galaxies have many bases and support platforms to propagate evil, and a “false
good” is based throughout physical galaxies as well. Skull and Bones is best thought of as directly evil,
while the Freemasons exist to secure “all the good that’s allowed”.
THE FREEMASONS
Acknowledging the evil working through the name “freemasonry” does not automatically
implicate all freemasons. There is likely a faction advanced in these same sciences using positions
afforded them by freemasonry to counter this system of rule. The only focus here is ending evil.
The question of whether or not key engineers and attendants of these structural codices may or
may not be members is not at issue. As with Skull and Bones (S&B), Freemasonry’s power relies on
manipulating physics, just as S&B has a proprietary stake in growing and using living bone structures, the
Freemasons contribute unique capabilities to the enemy weapons array. Historically, the Freemasons
had a central role in establishing global standards for construction, especially when it came to city
planning for national capitals.
A field of electric-blue energy is isolated through physical matter. When experienced the field is
physical matter in a darkened surrounding that is only lit by a soft electric blue light faintly covering its
surface. A megastructure at least three miles across at its top and five miles down generates the field. It
siphons the field through matter of Earth (and the heliosphere and whatever else) to impact the matter

of this solar system. The structure visible in local reality is a gray metal with the electric blue field across
its surface, round at its top with a long towering body, it is accessed through Antarctica and it is
“stationed” at the pole. The structure is a “this side” component of a superstructure accessed using
resonant field dynamics and entangled thresholds; it is a part of an intra-dimensional array.
Its interior has levels of different sized quarters; each is a room in proportion to the typical
interior spaces in buildings. Each room-like chamber varies in size and shape, each is made out of the
material required to establish “whole field” entanglement. Entanglement is established as the electric
blue field (it is not electricity) is allotted to cover the interior surface of the resonant chamber. The field
creates through resonances with the target building’s materials a “receiving end”. Example:
If the front door threshold were sufficiently entangled to the bathroom door threshold, a person
could walk through the front door straight into the bathroom.
A whole room or several rooms can be made target; they become “arrival points” connected
through the Antarctica platform, which hosts passageways from dark matter galaxy-based source
platforms, or from any other structure built to be used in the weapons array of WIST.
This class of weapons capability is used for control and attack. It is a feature of a system of rule
known only to a few specifically involved parties. In the hierarchy of so-called magical rites and powers,
eventually members begin “calling down” powers that are linked to ritual sites through the overall
network of the electric blue field the Antarctica Base, where it shifts resonant targets connecting any
amount of impacts and invisible effects to the physical interiors of the buildings, halls, and houses where
rituals are performed.
Certain freemasons bring the effect of weaponized interdimensional space-time through them,
delivering attacks to individual and group targets. They consider it their right and their appropriate role,
as do all members of the ruling class above a certain level. Many positions in Freemasonry’s secret
hierarchy are inhabited structures only accessible through sea floors, at depths no one will ever
discover, their entrances often require resonant conveyances through the Antarctica platform, and their
secret ocean installations align Freemasons in particular to King Neptune, “Lord of the Sea”.
The sources of functions of the whole weapons array WIST provides are scattered throughout
the solar system, and the planet Neptune houses one of these source platforms. What it accomplishes
unites the interests of all secret societies. An immense structure made of black material houses large
swaths of a thick, rubber-type white substance, attached end to end to the black solid matter. The white
material is the molecular equivalent of human white matter, and these structures in Neptune’s
atmosphere arrange a collective unconscious and subconscious using whole-field conveyance. (Anyone
can be made resonant enough for impact through the Superstring-based Individuated Regulator (S.I.R).
The white matter region of the brain among other things is the seat of the unconscious. People
are programmed by what is “imprinted” in their white matter as they live and it happens naturally in
everyone. It happens by force, at the behest of the ruling interests on Earth in cases of MKULTRA mind
control, and this specific support platform “records” - has fed into it, the traumatic experiences of the

planetary population, so as every rape compounds (for example) though the medium, it broadens the
capacity of WIST to trigger victim-based mentalities in the general public. Vast stretches of a created,
disembodied white matter becomes imprinted with any amount of negative experiences forced upon
living sentient awareness, enabling those experiences to be mass imprinted at the level of a structured
collective unconscious made physical, entangled to massive numbers of targets in shifting allocations
through the same network of weaponry, to include any targeted sentient awareness or groups of
sentience in the solar system. Again, orchestration for all this is occurs in Neptune-based platforms.
SATURN, THE LADIES OF LUCIFER & FREEMASONRY’S SCHOOL FOR GIRLS
The Rainbow Girls: The order came into existence in 1922,[1] when the Reverend W. Mark
Sexson, a Freemason, was asked to make an address before South McAlester Chapter #149, Order of the
Eastern Star, in McAlester, Oklahoma. As the Order of DeMolay had come under his close study during
his Masonic activities, he suggested that a similar order for young women would be beneficial. The first
Initiation consisted of a class of 171 young women on April 6, 1922, in the auditorium of the Scottish
Rite Temple in McAlester, Oklahoma. The original name was "Order of the Rainbow for Girls".[2] From:
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/International_Order_of_the_Rainbow_for_Girls
Luciferian energies are taught to be cosmic, “emanating” in a variety of colors each considered
its own “Ray”, and though there are seven main rays they are all taught to be dispensations of White
light and energy making the Yellow, Blue, Red, Pink, Orange, Purple, and Green rays. A “Freemasonic
Master” is a director of all Luciferian energies, (In ceremony and through secret teachings the powers of
the Brown and Grey Rays are taught.) from the perspective of the Luciferian Masonic Order as
established in Bavaria, creating a female order makes vessels for Lucifer’s presence as if a bodily factory
for possession is established in the regular period of involvement, in the worst case scenario.
Lucifer gains ground in projected beatific presence and allure, hitting the subconscious at
moments of empty cognition, to steer thoughts by the sway of Lucifer’s energies. Manuals for the
Rainbow girls include the bible, with special understandings like the nightly ritual of leaving their book
open to a specific chapter and verse, then “knowing and allowing” the white light “of the Holy Spirit or
God”, into your heart as you sleep. What compiles to the saintly awareness associated what is said to be
the highest order of the seven rays, includes the source or God embodied by the white ray, and its
internal processing - letting the light in - augments the formulating worldview of young girls and women
as they are educated and grow.
CALLING HER BY HER COLOR, WIST & THE RAINBOW GIRLS “SOFT CEREMONY”
Rainbow girls attend special events each wearing elegant gowns of solid colors, one color of
dress for each of the Seven Rays, and for the entirety of the event each girl is called by the color of their
dress, the night is a high-society affair and if started in the order early enough, girls live years preparing
for their first “ball” of this type -it becomes a rite of passage. The event is used for secreted collection of
sentient intent, pairing the experience of each of the girls to mediums of “sub-physical light”. This is
done with a macroscale connection to the hall the event takes place in, where the whole area of the
building is entangled for conveyance from a central node out of Antarctica (described above), and again,

the Antarctica central node sets resonant whole field connections from anywhere indoors on the planet
to potentially any platform of Weaponized Interdimensional Space-Time (WIST) through its processing.
Freemasonry controls access to this technology, their historical control over building methods
and materials is secretly, directly related to how much of what type of material is needed to establish
sufficient resonance over time. From the central node, a room in the house of a ranking member can be
connected to any place in the solar system where WIST already has a platform. In the case of the
Rainbow Girls’ soft ceremony, the latent intent of girls and young women conceptualizing whatever
they’re thinking and feeling while they are called only “Red”, or “Orange” etc for the evening is fed to
Freemason-controlled fixtures of WIST, where it is added to energies being machined to be contained
and compounded into physical mediums in automated and continual processes of massive machines in
the atmosphere of Venus. (Venus is called the “Mother of Lucifer” for this reason.) The connections for
the processing rely, again, on entanglement involving whole-field resonance; the S.I.R (Superstringbased Individuated Regulator) and W.E.C (Whole-field Entanglement Connector).
Covered in the preceding, WIST is how evil controls the solar system it used WIST to build, and
where this pertains to the topic of this thread, a Bavarian Order at its highest levels is directly interfacing
with unseen exotic technologies to wield what are taught to be Lucifer’s energies. The last line of the
history section quoted from Wikipedia says the order’s original name was “The Order Of The Rainbow
For Girls” which is indicative of the role Freemasonic Bavarian Luciferianism plays in the
conceptualizations of colors and what they mean. People are made into conduits for energies through
the individuated field WIST provides that if addressed at all is only “seen” as the Aura. (The Aura is a
“forced sub-physical psyche” with three main processing centers; Red is Will at the waist, Blue is
Emotive Being/love at center of torso, and Yellow is Intellect at the head.)
Our DNA is made to be resonant to any fixture within S.I.R, and the main feature of what WIST
pushes through a person’s “aura” to optimize signatures gained in the Rainbow Girls “Soft Ceremony”, is
a lateral plane extending in a circle around the waist, a “shelf” in the auric field resonant to the base of
the sternum connecting through resonance to the spine at the same level, and a similar smaller platform
at the base of the head, resonant to the bones of the jaw and the top of the spine.
THE “I AM YOU” OF LUICFERIAN ENERGIES
The Yellow light of Lucifer travels into the head to flood the platform with sub-physicality it can
trans-substantiate, making “sub-beings” from lived moments recorded and taken from others then recompounded into different bits of flesh, neurons and tissues that sway behavior intra-dimensionally;
they can occupy any of the three levels impacting what the “forced psyche processing” of the Aura
places to the organic conscious awareness of the target, and be causes for love and affection whose
source is the “chest shelf” or a target’s reason to take action can be triggered from the waist shelf. But
the control cannot occur without some level of recognition in the conscious awareness, and for this
reason several more widely known vestiges of the New Age (like Scientology) associate Luciferian
Yellow, Blue and Red energies to the words “I, Am (and) You”.

WIST applies aggregated intents disembodied from the planet’s populations over millennia, and
provides sufficient means to establish directly entangled resonant connection for conveyance into or
from a person, at the level where the target can be expected to be controlled by any combinations of
influences situated on the “Auric shelves” as it formulates to the living coupled psyche a target will
gradually take to be the source of their own motives. The simple words “I am you” said with the
knowing intent of how conceptualizations must be compiled throughout hierarchies learning “the ways
of evil”, - people saying the phrase in different tones with different meanings spread throughout what is
known to each order of “the Luciferian rays”, creates continually renewed subconscious selfidentification with “the entities of the shelves” in the target, where a shifted identity is formed in the
target through regular unconscious interaction with sub-beings grown to impact a target’s physical
body, mind, and emotional processes, including arousal and interest.
The waist fixture is resonant to a macroscale processing center within mechanical platforms
“orbiting” Saturn in its atmosphere, a large spherical object covered in solid gold is uniformly bumpy,
with several flat circle surfaces atop towers whose golden walls extending downward to the sphere look
like the outside of the bottom of the gowns the Rainbow Girls women wear while dancing, as if the top
of the “golden dress” is missing, and the walls of each tower are the spiraling folds of the gown’s bottom
frozen into place. Resonant to just under to golden round platform, anchored to different parts of WIST
depending on the target(s), is a thin white fibrous, energetic structure creating entanglements of
devices and forms meant to control women from the base of their torso. The types of things lodged at
this fibrous plane are often dark drives to sexual activity, they can be “empowering presences” evil
orders of women have “gifted” to each other, and they can be controls lodged through sexual torture,
rape and abuse. The golden dress of the fixture is constantly swirling (frozen in the process) because
with Lucifer’s power through what adepts call the House of Saturn (as granted by Satan), women can be
“swept off their feet and become dizzy with excitement or arousal”, and their doing so is counted on,
and encouraged by unseen agents at events like the Rainbow Girl’s “color ball”.

THE CLOSED SYSTEM UNIVERSE - AT ITS BROADEST VIEW
A total existence created by fabricating superstrings, building planets, seeding life, structuring
the awareness, conceptualizations and intent of each created sentience on every built planet, in fact,
makes a complete known “universe”, and beings apart from their own closed-system physical reality.
Through fundamental field equivalences of all matter, from the superstring levels of reality in
each solar system to their planetary physicality, built solar systems are intrinsically connected and the
total effect is read as math-derived, astronomically proven continuances of the same observed
properties in space-time throughout the universe. The enemy built physical realities in defined regions
around stars, and each of their constructions is its own system of local, limited physical realities, all
interconnected to one another.
The map of the universe made by an Earth-based astrophysics model of the universe defines
borders and final parameters of this enemy’s total expansion; it’s like describing a growing ant farm

from the inside. Our local environment and every part of everyone’s individual beings is a completely
built, physical reality, our enemy applied their take on the physics to accomplish this.

(17) WHY: SOCIAL MEDIA, LSD & “MODERN SCIENCE”
From the position of creation and management, physics has been subjected to severe
manipulations that in total impact comprise an “original causal factor”, for an existence known to a
variety of classes of consciously aware sentient beings. Physics is a study of field constituents, -isolated
aspects of the unified field, and its process equates “observations” to mathematical representations.
What is represented by mathematical translation is at issue, because to allow for sentience and its
intent as parts of physics -parts of everything lived and experienced, preexisting unthinkable
manipulations of the field cannot be ruled out. Framing all study of the fabric of existence in a mode
discounting the entire methodology of scientific inquiry, where sentient awareness knows and
conceptualizes how to act on its intent as it observes and measures the field (using math in the case of
physics), scientists agree to assume a permanent blind-spot, claiming their “education” says different.
To say the “Physics of our time” -anything a study can discover about modern physics, has been
severely manipulated, is to speak from a stance where dynamics of the unified field are known to have
been strategically and selectively applied at the highest levels of global existence rule. -To put it in
terms approachable by the world’s general cognitive model:
What is known to sentient awareness on a manufactured physical planet is nothing beyond
what is offered by its creators or managers, and “the how” of its offering is a perpetual means to
conceal what cannot be known if the network of controls is to operate unchallenged.
OVERVIEW
In the preceding “God”: Astral…” section a specific platform of Weaponized Interdimensional
Space-Time (WIST) in described, its typical functions rely on conceptual conditions induced through
mass awareness of general “New Age” mythology -particularly when it comes to Astral travel, and it
works by entangling the central fissures of all targeted brains; where victims are “willfully linked” to a
governing feature of the “Astral UFOs”. By entangling this region of brain function to a non-individuated
awareness, the system dictates what all individuated sentient perceptual capacity can discover of their
experience “Out of Body”. A full landscape of projected, controlled realms and accesses to other regions
of the universe is all available through the covert, “acceded to” linkage, as carved out by WIST: You are
free to explore a closed system universe, never knowing the outside.
Common experience in “Astral Travel” eventually involves approaching what is automatically
taken to be divine presences that conceal a malice never meant to be seen. Because each participant
takes it upon themselves to seek out so-called Out-of-Body capacities, victims nearly universally become
convinced, claiming (if appropriately worded):

Whatever the goal of these “amazing energies”, anyone trapped by Astral Realm(s) agrees to
become part of the overall system’s accomplishment, without ever needing specifics on what, exactly, is
being accomplished, so long as its cause is sourced in an experienced as divine contact
-An idea like, “It’ll all work out” supervenes critical thought in the New Age “adept” and WIST
ensures it does to keep victims blindly appeased; it is only possible to realize the damage Astral
travel/New Age Energies cause after one stops serving the system -feeding it their intent and “spiritually
profound experience”. Leaving requires adopting a hidden goal to expose what’s behind the evil
entwined to realms, visions, or insights once thought sacred, because the regular world is not concerned
with general New Age views -the concept engenders internal struggle, add to this that the goal now
adopted has become “to expose what cannot be known”, and the dynamics discussed coupled to the
“now questioning target”, can be structured into a form of mental illness triggered by a real, though
unknown cause.
PRELIMINARY
Electromagnetism concentrated to physicality, as it is presented -routed through- modern
technology has become increasingly invasive, complementing life and accommodating our decisions in
ways that are unnecessary -if a true account of the Unified field is known. “Development” reliant on
modern technology (cell phones -ex) is the only sanctioned path for scientific progress. Interacting with
technology we are continually pressed upon by frequencies ordered and sequenced through circuitry
thought to be advanced science, how unseen dynamics, built in constant interfacing with social media
has progressed, can only be seen and measured if the unified field is known.
Causing an anticipated disruption to daily neurological function as dramatic as what can be
experienced on hallucinogens, seen from “the science of control”, creates the potential to structure and
formulate cognitive function at its origin.
LSD
LSD was formulated under Axis power science, its two origin stories credit a German scientist
and a Japanese scientist respectively, (in this context, how this aligns to the rise of Nazism is immaterial)
and neurologically the chemical triggers seizures throughout the brain. Established neurological
pathways stabilizing the brain’s processing coherence are disrupted and signals that normally travel set
routes diverge from their patterns for the duration of an LSD “trip”. The chemical is wholly synthesized,
though it is akin to compounds found in sunflower seeds and some molds, its formulation requires
combining chemicals to make a new chemical. (LSD was purportedly used when Crick discovered DNA
and it came into popular use as a “readily made” transcendental experience in the sixties.)
Like what is discussed in the “Astral…” section, the LSD experience is made to lend itself to any
arrangement of spiritual conceptualizations at the level of neurological activity, and the combined
dynamics ground all New Age ideologies to WIST. The astral, trans-dimensional influence structures
subconscious awareness across shifting pockets of the global population to intermittently champion an
entirely new cognitive model (one fit to the “New Age”) in an indirect, “real if you believe it” sort of way,

and the method of interface is chosen under false pretense, enabling potential “whole-being
dissolution” by unknown choice.
SOCIAL MEDIA
Using personal technologies constitutes a contemporaneous, universally known choice to align
one’s awareness (at least partially) to what is projected and transmitted through all signals the
technologies use without regard for undisclosed field interactions. Watching a screen focuses the
awareness of sentience, and all mediums used to transmit what is watched are projected at the same
time, (and remember) a superstring-based individuated regulator (SIR) accompanies the bodies of all
consciously aware sentient beings in a closed system universe. The field is used to lodge impacts from
many different sources that are in fact physical mechanical structures scattered throughout the cosmos.
Globally, the distribution of social media anchors an internally referenced, partially known existence,
and the physicality of social media devices comprises a substrate field pressed into reality. Anything
made to transmit through the signal can transmit an attack directly into a target’s individuated field; any
impressions a viewer/user is left with can by nature of the frequencies used, be lent to a “spiritual
insight” whose only depth resides in a sub-physical hologram -the astral plane. Experiences sourced in
covert Astral Interface are the cornerstone of the New Age movement.
The field(s) as a whole (in this case “the field” concentrated to operate through media devices)
is generated to organically establish resonance in steadily increasing alignment of media users to the
designated substrate fields. As the nature and commonality of what technology makes available
increases over time, WIST more effectively controls all of life as lived in higher individual numbers; the
control is fundamentally more efficient and impactful as the population increases- it is as “organic to the
field” as the population’s collective wants being answered with increased technological capacity.
Though being inundated with frequencies emitted through cell phones and tablets has long
since become commonplace, the science admitting (for example) that personal media devices emit
“blue light” came egregiously late; a frequency of light mistaken for “full-spectrum” sunlight, -so it halts
neurological preparations for sleep, is emitted by all modern devices with screens, and the “alert” came
long after looking at devices in the dark was commonplace.
MODERN SCIENCE
Some physicists have demonstrably proclaimed reality to be a hologram. A portion of the
population continually interfaces with what amounts to remote holodecks, considering it a spiritual,
inane, “organic” ability, and frequencies used by all media devices are parts of the same electromagnetic
spectrum constructed to be made available to all life in a built solar system. LSD engenders astral planelike experiences if it doesn’t directly trigger them, and the long term impacts of the interaction with and
dependence on social media was never forecast (publically). No academic drive to know physics beyond
“what their department says” exists; no one can tell how much subconscious processes can be altered
when confronting a conscious awareness constantly engaged by electrically generated, interactive
images, symbols, and words, -to say nothing of the “levels of being” engaged science will never suspect
are real until it acknowledges the facts of physics.

All the planetary population’s thoughts, feelings and sensations can be triggered, and
impressions from any of it can be preformatted and transmitted to a target without their knowing. How
life is lived in the New Age adherent; how a recreational drug like LSD impacts patterns of cognitive
function similar to “spiritual awakening”; how the astral-plane is a projected, there-to-ensnare realm,
and how modern science discounts any “intrinsic to the field” quality of sentience, compound into how
unlikely it is for a person to center their intent to know the facts of reality for themselves.

(18) “GOD”, ALIENS & THEIR CREATION
A conditioned tendency to act with insufficient information is latent in man. It partially stems
from composited certainties accruing over lifespans, growing into regular individual impulses founded
on misinformed convictions best likened to the phrase, “I know enough”. Without an objective bar
established for “enough” knowledge, developing collections of facts -and reasons for the collections to
be repeated often on any topic, becomes more common than genuine intellectual inquiry. A comfort
with “not knowing”; of being “ignorant in bliss” is nearly made a commodity in the modern world,
though we face drastic problems as a people and since these views are founded in a model of physics
accounting for sentience and its intent, the words “we” meets expanded definition: All consciousness
latent to the field concentrated to the degree that it is sentience.
Dealing with sentience in terms of this model we set out paces behind the “start line” if our
inquiry is not familiar with general facts of psychology. From our frame consciously aware sentient
beings possessing intent are psychological creatures, capable of acting independent of instinct. The
qualifier used to describe ourselves, “psychological”, comprises an arrangement of defining protocols. A
main function is prolonged thought while processing any array of information, ideas or feelings.
OVERVIEW
Sentience, intent, matter; creation in its total (known) sum, are the playthings of sentient beings
that have progressed after correctly defining the unified field, so the intent of the individuated beings
using the physics is of primary concern. -This amounts to making oneself (or group of “like beings”)
Creator Gods, and it enables them to play Prometheus-like roles guiding what their creation is liable to
believe is their own decisions, ensuring they only advance as prescribed.
The Sentient Pole, a suggested certainty: If a “lightening rod” were made to attract
consciousness, concentrating it to the point it becomes sentience were built, a feature of the rod itself
would in fact become sentient matter. Think of the feature as a gel-like medium covering the on the
metal itself.
PRELIMINARY
Looking at biological processes as universal tendencies of highly specialized allocations of matter
strategically distributed throughout the entire field of physical existence, despite sentience becoming

increasingly individuated as the ability of it to take action is possible, in terms of raw field components,
“aware” matter exists as experience-specific locations and relations; an example:
Bodies run on continuous biological processes that remain largely unknown to the person as
they live, biological manipulations can be driven to any desired outcome through concerted effort;
genetic engineering in the individual sense and, from a whole field perspective, a “potential” for like
conditions to be induced in the population builds over time using WIST-based controlled field dynamics.
For the ruling orders of Earth to carry out what they see as their duties of membership, their
total class of people globally takes turns participating in regular tortures, abuses, rapes and killings, both
ritualistically and privately, most of their victims are children aged thirteen and younger The perceived
reason is trained into them. Their knowledge set dictates:
Torturing a victim empowers the torturer.
The most clearly devastated by torture are children - their reactions are the most organic and
original to the field as they can be- the phrase notes the physical constituencies of the field (sentience
and intent) expressed as embodied by the individuals tortured, as their beings scar space, matter, and
time with the intra-molecular structure of their glands and their every physical cell accounted for in an
established WIST-founded feedback loop.
MENGELE AND TWINS
Genetically disposed to identical appearance, twins were sought after by the Nazi Dr. Mengele,
he is said to have experimented horrifically on his subjects, and in post WW2 lore -it will never be
confirmed-, he was head at an Argentina-based research facility that experimented on kidnapped
children for decades after the war ended. Dr. Mengele was known for his interest in “human genetic
engineering” and he was known to prefer child subjects. Twins gestate in pairs, taken with other
benefits of using children for genetic research, like increased stem cell production, using sentient
awareness allotted to physicality genetically encoded to divide into a replica of itself makes sense if the
goal is to make a race of identical beings - twins don’t happen without a genetic code “writing” the
process first, and Mengele represented a scientific body given metered access to facts of the unified
field. No unauthorized personnel ever knew the full picture and convenient to the required paradigm,
Nazism is as much a tactically compartmentalized system of rule and military capacity as it is a
(preformatted) knowledge-based “spiritual” esoteric order.
ALIENS
Reports of typical so-called alien races have compiled into the apparent knowledge that “most”
alien races are beings that are identical to one another, and many of them are short, with large heads
and big eyes. Most aliens of these identical classes are not taller than a human in adolescence. Abducted
children, starting at about 6 years old are genetically shifted into alien forms by the time they are 8
years old. Mengele’s documented post World War 2 time at his compound in Argentina was known to
be a place where children, especially twins, were brought to never be heard from again. (Please see

Peter Levenda’s “Unholy Alliance” for more information on the Nazi presence and Mengele’s rumored
post World War 2 operations in Argentina.)
For this period of planetary management (between the last Ice Age and the next planned one),
from the disembodied overlord perspective of WIST, Mengele’s experiments provided organic to the
lived field advances that were made directly for evil alone. Personnel are assessed and advanced into
respective secret programs in operations like Mengele’s depending on how they performed when
providing the operation whatever it needs to make the children tortured, broken, and malleable enough
for a chemically assisted process, dependent on bringing through the S.I.R. of each child enough new
matter to replace the victim’s actual flesh, shifting the size of their brain cavity, their internal organs, as
well as the shape of their heads and facial features - making them aliens. The end result of the
processing is the “pop-culture” greys. Another identical class of aliens are abducted children who
started the process at age 13 and were shifted to alien forms by 15 years old, of these, a type more
brownish in tone stores the genome for all life in built solar systems in their heads. All classes “of aliens”
made this way are encoded to perform as they will, to obey commands and use what we would call
amazing telekinetic abilities at the behest the command structure alone. A culture was built for aliens of
these types (ex-abducted children and teens). Greys are told after they have been changed from their
child body to the alien form that “They come from a giant spider, and the spider “lays them” -the aliens
cannot speak, no one will assume they ever were actual living children, and an actual underground giant
spider exists -in part, to cover for this narrative.
MAIN FUNCTION OF GREYS
“Everyone” is abducted by the age of six, and for kidnapped children traded into a child sex slave
circuit sexual contact is regularly associated to love. This is “owned conceptualization”, greys are
children often taken from these specifically induced conditions, turned into a new physical body -they
command only at the will of what they know to be “grown-ups” (human and other alien personnel who
are taller), and they are used to perform alien abductions. Typical grey abductions include stimulated
sexual response though every orifice, the aliens are indifferent to the torture of enforced “pleasure”, yet
they appear innocent, even “concerned”. Children know nothing of sexual response because their brains
have not yet organically, -as self-initiated discovery, felt the endocrine system functions involved in
arousal in their conscious awareness.
These victims have never known their own sensory arousal, and in cases of sexual abuse the
biology of the process is only interpreted in terms known to the perpetrator, which commonly leads to
(in the normal world) victims of childhood sexual abuse reporting they felt like they “allowed” it to
happen. As the end result of unthinkable scientific tortures, the main purpose for Greys is to distribute
sexual trauma throughout the total global population, which can only come across as “subconscious
reasons to be aroused/frightened”, because the event of the abduction lodges in their unconscious.
ANOTHER METHOD TO MAKE ALIENS
Using the superstring-based individuated regulator (SIR), and its ability to spontaneously
formulate mater within a person’s “energetic being”, long, growing semi-aware sentient “beings” latch

onto a person through resonant field conveyance regularly. The long, growing types typically anchor to
the horizontal latticework of grown bones entangled to the hip region of the skeleton (see Skull & Bones
section). For a sufficiently evil person, their harboring thoughts like ‘what would it be like to slaughter
the population openly’ cannot be known to anyone not evil, so to cope individual evil gets released in
“appropriate circumstances”, and only at secured secreted venues.
For the spans of time in between date and locale-specific ritualistic murders, sacrifices, rapes
etc, pent-up brands of evil intent build. At certain levels, after advancing profoundly in ranks of evil
esoteric orders, members come to use their superstring-based individuated fields to “grow” the evil they
themselves have built as their own power into alien forms -matter grown into alien-type bodies to host
the sentient intent of an evil the sorcerer “must express somehow”. While in most known cases, this
equates to “people with abilities” making their own unseen helpers and minions, it is also used to make
races of aliens that are outright, unmistakably, evil, by detaching what is grown from the SIR of any
applicable person.
Trans-dimensional races are regularly built as they are composited out of what is detached from
evil sorcerers who have engaged any process yielding applicable results. Naturally these types of aliens
are thought to be negative, and rarely do practitioners whose Supersting-based Individuated Regulators
were used in the process of making the being know it is actually what they are doing. Applying all intents
made predictable and manageable by how conceptualizations are imparted to everyone on the planet,
WIST uses storied modalities of “making demon assistants and creatures to serve you” for example to
partially steer processes used to make trans-dimensional negative “alien” beings.

(19) FACTS OF WAR: BEING CONTROL - EMOTIONAL, SEXUAL & TOTAL
The previous “Facts of War” section dealt with a global method of baseline mind control and this
thread aims to establish, along with that previous section, a foundational principle for “total control”.
OVERVIEW
The enemy to free, stable sentient awareness rules while failing to classify sentient action as
“right or wrong”. The premise: “We know life and its impacts. We can explain it in terms of physics but
we, consciously aware sentient beings possessing intent, find it impossible for one sentient being to
harm another.” is wrong.
The accomplishment of our enemy is how they weaponized the material of physical reality.
Impacts of their weapons are manufactured by unseen agents and are registered as organic
observations and actions, but Weaponized Interdimensional Space Time (WIST) is a complete induced
conditioning of the field, and it results from sentient beings applying their knowledge to enable
executions of evil intent. WIST functions to control and contain, protecting those who serve it most; it is
how the few become the many and facts must be stated directly: These threads cast incredulity on an
embodied, sovereign and physical free-will existing in any portion of the cosmos the enemy has made.

EMOTIONAL
Sanctioned modern medicine is lost to define what real-time role hormonal secretions play in
the physical registry of emotions. Just to have an Endocrinologist treat you, you are asked to stop all
other pharmaceutical prescriptions, so their tests will give them a picture of independent baseline
Endocrine function.
Chakras are taught in New Age ideology to govern energy entering the glands (among other
things), so endocrine system performance is at its best when “all chakras are open and circulating
energies efficiently”. -Picture the acolyte reading that sentence with no idea how much hormones
inform our experience of the world, opening himself up willfully to the methods of “Chakra-ology”. The
“light” of each chakra is a resonant field creating electromagnetic channels. These spherical portals are
entangled to impact the body through the individuated resonant chamber, (The chamber is an open
arena for throughway entanglement to any target- its functions depend on the superstring-based
individuated regulator.) and chakras are sometimes pictured with small symbols or “platforms” (like
lotuses) inside them:
Picture a small metal shelf at the bottom of each spherical resonant field (chakras make the
brain see a lotus). Now imagine a random Saturday night argument between a couple and the female is
mad because her boyfriend looked at another girl (or the other way around), throughout the entire ride
home, her internalized feelings of diminished worth and importance are go unspoken; screams and
tears, nothing else said. Imagine the entire regions of her nervous system and glands in her head, neck
and chest becoming active- without anything really expressed.
Record the physical ground of the female in the region of her vocal chords; all the glands and
nervous system, and how they function in these moments. Then build a physicality able host the
arrangement of nervous, hormonal, and glandular signals. Place the blob of inanimate, continuously
processing flesh onto the right entangled metal shelf, and the Chakra governing the thyroid is read to
malfunction, or close (or have an entity attached to it) - because of its entanglement to the physical
body through the individuated resonant chamber.
SEXUAL
The same manipulation above, directed at the adrenals and the testes or ovaries creates a
physical drive to express sexual arousal. All peoples of the planet have the same genome; we all have
white matter as the “seat” of the unconscious (it’s in the brain); we are all psychological beings whose
conscious actions and views are structured by our subconscious and unconscious. To the enemy, every
person’s subjective view creates the blinders needed to obscure from sight whatever they desire, and to
accomplish this universal method of control, methods impacting white matter are deployed.
White matter is fashioned in the case of an MK-ULTRA, Project Monarch asset (an induced state
of being) through repeated psychological, physical and sexual abuse. WIST provides the means to
entangle a substance molecularly identical to the material of white matter, and the end result: The
victim is at their best only when given two distinct courses of action (superimpose a butterfly over the

brain- one wing for each option and the thought patterns associated with each), and through WIST,
with the larger field of disembodied white matter resonant to active, live brains, over time the same
cognitive process of two continually polarized options being considered at some level of individual
awareness becomes a common mental and emotional predisposition for mankind’s general cognition.
Project Monarch victims like all MK-ULTRA victims are used for sex, their pleasure control
centers are switched on an off as if they run on switches, -through WIST it can be said they literally do,
and non-verbal cues are common triggers to force a “Project Result” to act; to become aroused; to not
listen, etc. Remaining true to formulating principles of the physics discussed, the enemy can accomplish
anything by taking enough time to impact enough people, triggering their intents, actions, and driving
their experiences, then taking what is gathered to mechanically re-fashion it into any form capable of
delivering a trans-dimensional impact.
The total paradigm comes together to allow chosen people to have unimagined control over
their victims while the unspoken drive to engage in polarized thought patterns and contrarian
commentary becomes unconsciously associated with sexual gratification (for both parties). The eventual
goal is to spread the “MK-Ultra Project” state into mass cognition, where prospective sexual partners or
other people, interesting to any array of evil persons, are set to become more susceptible to “a
warlock’s” commands without being tortured into a state that is made to physically respond on cue.

IF THE DEAF COULD HEAR & THE BLIND SEE, THIS WOULD NOT HAVE BEEN WRITTEN
The refusal to use dashes (and instead hyphens every time) is to “cite redundancy with purpose”
because this work’s preface is centered on incorrect assignments of symbols in mathematics, a
“tradition” with no record of changing how symbols are used in order to express a “point originated in
an individuated sentient being”, as writing does (and if it’s new to you look up EE Cummings or Gertrude
Stein). This mode of presentation is built on solid footing. -Physics isn’t.
Further notes on the topic:
There is nothing more concerting than to stand across the road from a crowd walking blissfully
toward an intersection where, by virtue of some incredible confluence of the road’s grade and curve,
you can see a gargantuan, darkened form, playing through shadows, only solidifying to assimilate its
victims. All their steps in conflicting cadences -all preyed over by the black monstrosity dancing from
cast shadows to dwell momentarily in unnoticed crevices, before passing into its next shadow then
entering an endless void stretching to a different type of horizon.
Waving your arms won’t help; screams won’t be heard, and after all you have somewhere to be.
There is nothing more paralyzing than to sit across from one of that crowd, because among
them is the long-time friend you’re on your way to meet and have quick a bite with, knowing they’ve
been waiting for months to see you again - to “catch up”, and there is no way to reliably traverse the
internal distance no one but you can notice.
All this sound adrift shifts in substance, all the people and their contents, are all correct in their
every account.
-For the blindfolded and handicapped, certain they’re fine:

